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ABSTRACT 

Designing successful project teams has been receiving increasing attention in 

academia and practice. The purpose of this study is to explore the effects of expertise 

diversity and task interdependence on project team effectiveness, considering individual 

autonomy as a moderator.  

This study conceptualizes four dimensions of project team effectiveness: project 

efficiency, project creativity, team satisfaction, and growth experience. In this study, 

expertise-domain diversity and expertise-level diversity are proposed as the two 

dimensions of expertise diversity. Theoretically, the social categorization and 

information/decision-making perspectives provide logical grounds to develop hypotheses 

on the various relationships between expertise diversity and project team effectiveness. 

The integrated theory of job design provides a basis for the independence between task 

interdependence and individual autonomy. 

The final sample, 274 individuals from 50 project teams, was collected from a 

large healthcare organization in the U.S. To quantify expertise diversity of each project 

team, this study used HR information of all members of the 50 project teams. Disciplines 

and Organizational positions were used to operationalize expertise-domain diversity and 

expertise-level diversity. On the baseis of a multilevel design, hHierarchical linear 

modeling was employed to test the hypotheses including quadratic relationships and 

multilevel moderation effects.  

Expertise-domain diversity was negatively related to project efficiency, project 

creativity, and team satisfaction. Expertise-level diversity was positively related to 

project efficiency and team satisfaction and not related to project creativity. Both 

expertise-domain diversity and expertise-level diversity were not significantly associated 
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with growth experience. Task interdependence was positively related to team satisfaction 

and growth experience. In terms of moderation, individual autonomy negatively 

moderated the relationships between task interdependence and project team effectiveness, 

while it had no moderation effect on the relationships between expertise diversity and 

project team effectiveness.  

The finding of this study contributes to team diversity literature by empirically 

demonstrating the different effects of expertise diversity on project teams depending on 

its conceptualizations. Further, the significant interaction between task interdependence 

and individual autonomy implies that task interdependence benefits project teams when 

individual autonomy is low. Theoretical and practical implications of this study are 

discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A project team is formed to execute a project task and usually operates for a 

defined period of time (Chiocchio, 2015; de Poel, Stoker, & Van der Zee, 2014; Ford & 

Sullivan, 2004). Due to the growing complexity in work environments, organizations 

have increasingly employed project teams to not only respond to the fast-changing 

environment but also improve work processes and structures (Bakker, Boroş, Kenis, & 

Oerlemans, 2013; Chiocchio, 2015; Ford & Sullivan, 2004). Moreover, the 

interdisciplinary nature of industry trends encourages organizations to rely on project 

teams to address complex and unfamiliar issues (Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009; Hobbs, 

Chiocchio, & Kelloway, 2015).  

When a project team is designed, team composition and task design are two 

important considerations that influence team’s operation and success (Cohen & Bailey, 

1997; Stewart, 2006; Stewart, Carter, & Ptashnik, 2019). Team composition refers to the 

set of individuals with different backgrounds (Bell & Vazquez, 2019; Stewart et al., 

2019). Task design refers to structures and roles that facilitate task, responsibility, and 

authority allocation (Hollenbeck, DeRue, & Guzzo, 2004; Stewart & Barrick, 2000).  

By and large, when project teams are first organized, experts in different fields are 

invited to join these teams. Understandably, key success factors for project teams include 

assembling an appropriate mix of individual specialties (Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009; 

The Standish Group International, 2015). In this study, the distribution of expertise in a 

team is defined as expertise diversity. While managing a team with diverse members is 

often seen as a challenge, the benefits of team diversity are well established in academic 
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research and practice (e.g., Bell, Villado, Lukasik, Belau, & Briggs, 2011; Carpenter, 

2002; Van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007). Having various experts provides a team 

with a breadth of knowledge, skills, and perspectives, which can lead to effective and 

creative outcomes (Harrison & Klein, 2007; Williams & O’Reilly, 1998).  

Along with having an appropriate mix of experts, task design has been 

highlighted as an important factor for successful project teams (Hoda & Murugesan, 

2016; Langfred, 2007; Stewart, 2006). In the context of project teams, the 

interdisciplinary and temporary nature of projects amplifies the importance of effective 

task design for their success (Hobbs et al., 2015). The allocation of tasks, responsibilities, 

and autonomy in a project team influences the way team members work and interact, 

which in turn determines project success (Stewart et al., 2019). 

Understanding how to design successful project teams has become more 

important than ever for human resource development (HRD) professionals (Carden & 

Egan, 2008; Wildman et al., 2012) because a project team is to address complex issues 

through enhancing group effectiveness and employee learning and development. HRD is 

defined as “a process of developing and/or unleashing human expertise through 

organization development (OD) and personnel training and development (T&D) for the 

purpose of improving performance” (Swanson, 2011, p.304). From an HRD perspective, 

expertise diversity in a project team can be seen as a resource that stimulates team 

expertise and individual members’ development to increase team competence and 

performance. It is beneficial for HRD researchers and practitioners to understand how to 

design a project team that capitalizes the benefits of expertise diversity for the team and 
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its participants (Curtis & Dreachslin, 2008; Marquardt & Berger, 2003; Ruona, 2000; 

Qin, Muenjohn, & Chhetri, 2014).    

Problem Statement 

Given the benefits of project teams, organizations employ them to perform 

various tasks. However, in the U.S., for every $1 billion spent on team projects, $122 

million is wasted because of poor project performance (Project Management Institute 

[PMI], 2016). Business reports also showed that only 29% of software team projects were 

successful in 2015 (The Standish Group International, 2015). In 2016, only about 50% of 

project teams completed their objectives within the original budget and schedule (PMI, 

2016). The difficulty in organizing collaborative work among team members with 

different expertise has been blamed for the failure of project teams because differences in 

knowledge and perspectives among team members are likely to provoke team conflict 

(Tekleab, Quigley, & Tesluk, 2009; Yong, Sauer, & Mannix, 2014). Edmondson and 

Nembhard (2009) identified communicating across different areas as a challenge to 

teamwork in a project team; each expert may have their own language for and 

perspectives on a project task. Although assembling different experts is inevitable for 

project teams to solve the current complex and challenging issues, it can cause project 

failure (Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009). It is important for project teams to clearly 

understand the influence of expertise diversity. 

Scholars have explained the influences of diversity on teams based on two 

perspectives: the social categorization perspective and the information/decision-making 

perspective (Van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007; Williams & O’Reilly, 1998). Both 

perspectives provide fundamental insights into explaining the influences of expertise 
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diversity on project team effectiveness differently. From the social categorization 

perspective, heterogeneous teams can face inter-subgroup conflict due to the 

categorizations among team members from different backgrounds, which describes the 

negative influences of team diversity (Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Turner, Hogg, Oakes, 

Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987). The information/decision-making perspective explains a 

variety of task-related knowledge, skills, and perspectives from team members with 

different backgrounds, supporting the advantages of heterogeneous teams. Based on both 

perspectives, it is commonly assumed that team diversity encourages creativity and 

innovation, but, at the same time, it incites conflict and division (Bell et al., 2011; 

Horwitz & Horwitz, 2007; Jackson, Joshi, & Erhardt, 2003; Webber & Donahue, 2001). 

Based on these competing perspectives, scholars have determined the negative and 

positive effects of expertise diversity in project teams (Van Knippenberg & Schippers, 

2007; Williams & O’Reilly, 1998). Because of the mixed findings of previous studies, 

there is a need for a nuanced approach to expertise diversity research in project teams 

(Horwitz, 2015). 

I have noticed four limitations in previous research on project team design 

focusing on expertise diversity. First, most studies on expertise diversity have only 

focused on diversity related to different functions and domains of team members 

(Tekleab, Karaca, Quigley, & Tsang, 2016; Van der Vegt & Bunderson, 2005). Given 

that expertise incorporates both a specific domain and the performance level within the 

domain (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1980; Ericsson, 2006), expertise diversity can be fully 

conceptualized once both expertise domains and performance levels of individuals are 

considered as attributes of team diversity. There should be two types of expertise 
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diversity: expertise-domain diversity and expertise-level diversity. Especially, expertise-

level diversity represents the distribution of performance levels of individuals in a project 

team. Research on expertise diversity only focusing on domains cannot fully explain the 

influence of expertise diversity on project teams. Nevertheless, to my knowledge, only 

one study (Martin et al., 2013) has yet included two expertise diversity variables 

representing a domain and its performance level. Although Martin et al. (2013) found that 

only expertise levels had a significant effect on team performance, their findings have 

limited generalization because the study used a student team sample. It is necessary to 

investigate expertise diversity reflecting both components of expertise, the expertise 

domain and level, in project teams at the workplace.  

Second, there is little research proposing the quadratic effects of expertise 

diversity in project teams. Scholars have called for empirical research investigating 

nonlinear impacts of team diversity (Mathieu, Tannenbaum, Donsbach, & Alliger 2014; 

van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007). Monotonic relationships between expertise 

diversity and team processes and outcomes disregard the possibility that the direction of 

the expertise diversity effects change depending on the level of expertise diversity (Van 

der Vegt & Bunderson, 2005). The quadratic effect of team diversity implies that the 

positive influence is stronger/weaker than the negative until the optimal level of team 

diversity is reached. According to a review of project team literature by Horwitz (2015), 

only two studies empirically investigated the quadratic relationships of expertise diversity 

with team processes and team outcomes (e.g., Dayan & Di Benedetto, 2009; Van der 

Vegt & Bunderson, 2005). Van der Vegt and Bunderson (2005) showed that diversity in 

expertise domains among team members has quadratic relationships with team learning 
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and team performance in R&D teams. Dayan and Di Benetto (2009) also found an 

inverted-U relationship between functional diversity and teamwork quality in new 

product development teams. However, both studies only focused on expertise-domain 

diversity (i.e., functional diversity), not differences in expertise-levels among team 

members. Empirical research positing the quadratic relationship provides appropriate 

interventions aimed at improving collaboration among different expert members.  

Third, there is a lack of project team research on expertise diversity incorporating 

task design factors. From an interdisciplinary perspective, task interdependence is 

directly related to the functioning and performance of project teams (Cohen & Bailey, 

1997; Wageman, 2001), in that it illustrates how much team members depend on each 

other to perform team tasks (Courtright, Thurgood, Stewart, & Pierotti, 2015; Staples & 

Webster, 2008). Along with expertise diversity, task interdependence has been 

underscored as an important task design choice for project leaders (Wageman, 2001). 

Hence, research including both expertise diversity and task interdependence can provide 

comprehensive information about designing successful project teams. 

Fourth, there is still a need to explore a boundary condition of the influence of 

team design factors (i.e., expertise diversity and task interdependence) on team success 

(Keller, 1994; Martins et al., 2013), especially under the project team context. 

Specifically, this study focuses on individual autonomy as a boundary condition. 

Individual autonomy refers to the degree of freedom that individual members have in 

their work (Breaugh, 1989; Hackman & Oldham, 1976; Langfred, 2005), which 

influences the way team members from different disciplines work (Hackman & Oldham, 

1976; Langfred, 2005). The degree to which team members have freedom and discretion 
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in performing assigned tasks can be a boundary condition to moderate the mixed effects 

of project team design factors from an interdisciplinary perspective. Nevertheless, to my 

knowledge, there is no empirical study to explore this moderating role of individual 

autonomy in the context of project teams. Langfred (2005), for instance, examined the 

interactions of individual autonomy with only task interdependence in manufacturing 

teams. Therefore, exploring this modering role of individual autonomy advances the 

understanding of the mixed effects of team design factors on project success. 

Purpose of the Study 

To address the gaps in the literature, the purpose of this study is to explore the 

effects of expertise diversity and task interdependence on project team effectiveness, 

considering individual autonomy as a moderator. Hence, the research questions leading 

this study are: How does expertise diversity influence project team effectiveness? How 

does task interdependence influence project team effectiveness? and How does 

individuals’ autonomy moderate those influences on project team effectiveness? 

To answer these research questions, I first define the concepts of expertise 

diversity and project team effectiveness. Building on the definitions, I examine not only 

linear but also quadratic effects of expertise-domain diversity on project team 

effectiveness, following the suggestions from previous research (Gibson & Vermeulen, 

2003; Van der Vegt & Bunderson, 2005). Then I examine the influence of task 

interdependence on project team effectiveness. Consistent with the contingency 

perspective, I explore the moderating role of autonomy in the hypothesized relationships 

between the independent variables and project team effectiveness.  
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Research Hypotheses and Research Model 

In this study, I examine the following hypotheses based on the research model of 

this study (see Figure 1).To reduce redundancy in this paper, this section describes 

hypotheses in a simple way. A detailed description of the hypotheses is explained in the 

literature review. 

 

Figure 1. Hypothesized model of project team effectiveness 

Hypothesis 1a. There is an inverted U-shaped relationship between expertise-

domain diversity and project efficiency.  

Hypothesis 1b. Expertise-domain diversity is positively related to project 

creativity.  

Hypothesis 1c. There is an inverted U-shaped relationship between expertise-

domain diversity and team satisfaction.  

Hypothesis 1d. Expertise-domain diversity is positively related to growth 

experience. 

Hypothesis 2a. Expertise-level diversity is positively related to project efficiency. 

Hypothesis 2b. Expertise-level diversity is negatively related to project creativity.  

Hypothesis 2c. Expertise-level diversity is positively related to team satisfaction.  
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Hypothesis 2d. Expertise-level diversity is positively related to growth 

experience.  

Hypothesis 3a. Task interdependence is positively related to project efficiency.  

Hypothesis 3b. Task interdependence is positively related to project creativity.  

Hypothesis 3c. Task interdependence is positively related to team satisfaction.  

Hypothesis 3d. Task interdependence is positively related to growth experience.  

Hypothesis 4a-4d. Individual autonomy moderates the relationships between 

expertise-domain diversity and project team effectiveness. 

Hypothesis 5a-5d. Individual autonomy moderates the relationships between 

expertise-level diversity and project team effectiveness. 

Hypothesis 6a-6d. Individual autonomy moderates the relationships between task 

interdependence and project team effectiveness. 

Significance of the Study 

This study aims to make theoretical and practical contributions as follows. First, 

whereas many studies on expertise diversity considered only differences in expertise 

domains among team members, this study includes expertise levels of team members as 

another aspect of expertise diversity. As such, this study sheds light on expertise-level 

diversity that has been overlooked in team diversity literature. In determining the 

influences of both expertise-domain and expertise-level diversity on project team 

effectiveness, this study calls for future research on expertise diversity reflecting both 

components of expertise, domains and levels.  

Second, this study attempts to explain the inconsistent effects of expertise 

diversity by proposing inverted U-shaped relationships between expertise diversity and 
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project team effectiveness. This nonlinear approach contributes to a more nuanced theory 

and practice of expertise diversity by providing information that the effects of diversity 

can vary depending on the level of diversity. The results of this study provide empirical 

evidence on the dynamics between costs and benefits of expertise diversity according to 

its level. In practice, this study provides information on the optimal level of diversity that 

can lead a project team to success.  

Third, this study employs the integrated theory of job design (Kiggundu, 1981, 

1983) to explain the different influences of task interdependence and individual 

autonomy on project team success. As such, this study sheds light on the possibility of an 

advanced theory of project teams by integrating diversity theory and job design theory. 

Task interdependence, an independent variable in this study, is considered a task design 

factor in building project teams. Along with team composition, it helps researchers and 

practitioners understand how to design successful project teams considering human 

factors and their tasks. Further, individual autonomy, a moderator in this study, is related 

to individual responsibility and motivation in a project team. This study may stimulate 

future research proposing other individual behaviors and emotions that influence team 

members’ motivation and work process as contextual factors of project teams. In practice, 

this study provides information on how to organize team members and their tasks when 

an organization starts a new project team.  

Lastly, this study reflects an HRD perspective in expertise diversity research by 

considering team satisfaction and growth experience as the individual-level components 

of project team effectiveness. This extends the influences of team design factors in 

project teams to individual members as well as teams. As such, this study encourages 
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project team scholars to conduct future research on the growth and learning of team 

members in a project team. For HRD researchers and practitioners, this study provides 

insights into how HRD contributes to the success of project teams. 

Definitions of Key Terms 

The following key terms are defined in this research as follows:  

Expertise Diversity: Distributional differences among team members with respect 

to their expertise. Specifically, expertise-domain diversity is defined as the distribution of 

team members’ dominant expertise domains. And expertise-level diversity is defined as 

the distribution of team members’ organizational positions reflecting individuals’ levels 

of expertise in each domain (Martins et al., 2013; Van der Vegt & Bunderson, 2005; Van 

der Vegt, Bunderson, & Oosterhof, 2006). 

Project Team Effectiveness: I categorize project team effectiveness into project 

outcomes (project efficiency & project creativity) and individual outcomes (team 

satisfaction & growth experience). Project efficiency is defined as the degree to which 

project teams efficiently accomplish team goals within designated time and budgets. 

Project creativity is defined as the degree to which project teams produce creative 

outcomes. Team satisfaction is defined as the degree to which a team member is satisfied 

with a project team and other members. Growth experience is defined as the team 

member’ perception of whether participating in project teams contributes to learning and 

growth for them. 

Task Interdependence: Task interdependence is defined as the degree to which 

team members interdepend on information, skills, resources, and their work progresses in 

performing their tasks in a team (Courtright et al., 2015; Staples & Webster, 2008). 
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Individual Autonomy: Individual autonomy is defined as the degree to which team 

members have freedom and discretion in performing assigned tasks (Hackman & 

Oldham, 1976; Langfred, 2005). 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter first describes the social categorization perspective and the 

information/decision-making perspective that explain the negative and positive influences 

of expertise diversity on project team effectiveness, respectively. These competing 

perspectives are fundamental to describing the relationships among variables throughout 

this study. I further describe the integrated theory of job design to explain the distinction 

between task interdependence and individual autonomy as task design factors. Then I 

explain what a project team and its distinct characteristics are, followed by the 

conceptualizations of project team effectiveness and expertise diversity. I hypothesize the 

effects of expertise diversity and task interdependence on project team effectiveness. 

Then, the moderating effects of individual autonomy on the hypothesized effects are 

posited. 

Theories on the Influences of Expertise Diversity  

This section covers the main streams of theoretical perspectives associated with 

the effects of expertise diversity on project team effectiveness. The influence of expertise 

diversity has been mainly explained by social categorization and information/decision 

making perspectives (Van Knippenberg & Schnippers, 2007). The social categorization 

perspective explains the negative impacts of heterogeneity in a team, whereas the 

information/decision-making perspective helps us understand the positive influences of 

the heterogeneity (Van Knippenberg & Schnippers, 2007; Williams & O’Reilly, 1998). 

Both perspectives provide logical grounds to develop hypotheses on the various 

relationships between expertise diversity and project team effectiveness. The 
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hypothesized relationships between two concepts depend on how they are 

operationalized. 

Social Categorization Perspective 

The social categorization perspective provides the rationale for the negative 

influences of expertise diversity on project team effectiveness by describing a process in 

which team members categorize themselves and others into subgroups. The distinction 

between us and them in a team may disrupt team processes and performance; team 

members are inclined to trust and favor in-group members who share similar attributes 

compared to dissimilar others (Hogg & Terry, 2000; Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Turner et al., 

1987). Because the categorization process may cause inter-subgroup conflict, the social 

categorization perspective supports the fact that homogeneous teams are more conducive 

to higher performance than heterogeneous teams (Jehn, Northcraft, & Neale, 1999). 

Team diversity, ultimately, may result in lower team performance and member 

engagement from the social categorization perspective (Bell et al., 2011; Jehn et al., 

1999). From this perspective, studies have attempted to explain how team diversity 

impedes communication and team integration and causes conflict in a team (Fitzgerald, 

Mohammed, & Kremer, 2017; Pelled, Eisenhardt, & Xin, 1999). Bell et al. (2011) argued 

that “homogeneous teams should be more productive than diverse teams because of the 

mutual attraction shared among team members with similar attributes” (p. 711).  

Historically, the social categorization perspective explaining the benefits of 

homogeneity aligns with the mainstream research on diversity in the 1960s-1980s. Qin et 

al. (2014) proposed three stages of team diversity research. In the first stage (1960s-

1970s), since the United States enacted the Affirmative Action system, organizations 
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were required to hire people without regard to their race, gender, and national origin 

(Haynes & Alagaraja, 2016; Qin et al., 2014). In the second stage, in the 1980s, 

practitioners began to pay more attention to diversity training to reduce costs and 

establish an inclusive culture (Pless & Maak, 2004). Understandably, homogeneity and 

inclusiveness were touted as the reason for the success of teams during this period; thus, 

scholars focused on how to minimize the cost of diversity (Qin et al., 2014). In the third 

stage, scholars and practitioners have highlighted the untapped advantages of team 

diversity (Byrd, 2014), which is associated with the information/decision making 

perspective. 

Information/Decision-making Perspective 

Contrary to the social categorization perspective, the information/decision-making 

perspective predicts the benefits of heterogeneity (Williams & O’Reilly, 1998). The 

perspective is related to information processing theory, highlighting the benefits of the 

information richness within a team. The information/decision-making perspective 

predicts that team diversity may provide a variety of task-relevant knowledge, skills, 

abilities, and opinions (Harrison & Klein, 2007; Williams & O’Reilly, 1998). Teams can 

enlarge their cognitive and behavioral repertories by accessing the variety of resources 

from team diversity in preparation for uncertainty (Harrison & Klein, 2007). Thus, team 

diversity may lead to higher team performance as the final outcome due to creative ideas 

and improved solutions (Han, Han, & Brass, 2014; Østergaard, Timmermans, & 

Kristinsson, 2011). Østergaard et al. (2011) found that employee diversity related to 

gender and education had a positive influence on innovation. Carpenter (2002) even 

called the advantage of diversity “socio-cognitive horsepower” (p.277). 
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According to the three stages of diversity research (Qin et al., 2014), historically, 

the information/decision-making perspective has been aligned with the third stage since 

the 1990s. Apart from managing and reducing costs related to diversity in the second 

stage, the third stage has focused on the unrealized potential advantages of team diversity 

in response to an increasingly uncertain and dynamic business environment (Qin et al., 

2014). Organizations have instituted strategies and actions to increase team diversity, 

which not only increases human capital in organizations but also attracts potential 

customers (Byrd, 2014; Haynes & Alagaraja, 2016). Researchers have also paid more 

attention to how organizations and teams maximize the effects of diversity (e.g., Chi, 

Huang, & Lin, 2009; Jayne & Dipboye, 2004; Pieterse, Van Knippenberg, & Van Ginkel, 

2011). For example, Chi et al. (2009) empirically verified that team-oriented HR 

practices strengthened the relationship between tenure diversity and team innovation. 

To summarize, the social categorization perspective provides the rationale for the 

negative influences of expertise diversity on project team effectiveness, whereas the 

information/decision-making perspective describes the benefits of information richness 

and diverse opinions and knowledge from team members with different expertise. From 

the social categorization perspective, individuals from different disciplines may 

categorize themselves and other project members into subgroups due to differences in 

knowledge and language (Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 2002; Cronin & Weingart, 2007). The 

subgroups in a project team could result in unintended barriers to knowledge sharing, 

which may lead to the failure of the project team. According to the information/decision-

making perspective, the richness of information reduces the uncertainty of the right 

solution to the project (Souder & Moenaert, 1992), and the project team can make better 
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choices that lead to the success of the project (Fong, 2003; Shin, Kim, Lee, & Bian, 

2012). 

Integrated Theory of Job Design 

Task interdependence and individual autonomy are included in the research model 

of this study as an independent variable and a moderator, respectively. Both concepts are 

closely related to interactions and communications among team members in a project 

team (Courtright et al., 2015; Langfred, 2005). From an interdisciplinary perspective, 

these task design factors influence how team members from different functions work 

together.  

Based on the integrated theory of job design (Kiggundu, 1981, 1983), this study 

approaches both constructs as different concepts with distinct features. Kiggundu (1981, 

1983) advanced the job design theory by incorporating task interdependence into five job 

characteristics, which was named the integrated theory of job design. The job design 

theory explains how job characteristics influence employee motivation and outcomes 

(Hackman & Oldham, 1976). The job characteristics model originally included five core 

characteristics (i.e., skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy, and 

feedback) that lead to critical psychological states, which, in turn, positively affects 

personal and work outcomes. Specifically, skill variety, task identity, and task 

significance positively affect experienced meaningfulness. Autonomy increases 

experienced responsibility for outcomes. Feedback also contributes to the knowledge of 

the results.  

Contrary to Hackman and Oldham (1976), Kiggundu (1981, 1983) viewed 

autonomy and task interdependence as independent concepts. According to the integrated 
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theory of job design, task interdependence and autonomy contribute to the experienced 

responsibility of individuals in the workplace in different ways. Autonomy influences 

experienced responsibility for one’s own performance, while task interdependence affects 

experienced responsibility for others’ work outcomes. In other words, the total 

experienced responsibility for performance depends on how individual tasks are 

organized in a project team. 

The integrated theory of job design implies that task interdependence and 

autonomy influence team processes and outcomes differently (Kiggundu, 1981, 1983). In 

a meta-analytic summary of the work design literature, Humphrey, Nahrgang, and 

Morgeson (2007) categorized autonomy and task interdependence into motivational and 

social characteristics, respectively. They determined that the different categories 

explained unique variances in outcomes. For example, social characteristics explained 

17% of job satisfaction. For individual studies, based on the assumption that task 

interdependence and autonomy are independent of each other, some studies have 

identified an interaction effect of both task characteristics on a team and individuals (e.g., 

Janz, Colquitt, & Noe, 1997; Langfred, 2005; Sprigg, Jackson, & Parker, 2000). In 

particular, Langfred (2005) determined that individual autonomy negatively affected 

team performance when task interdependence was high. 

In this study, the integrated theory of job design provides the rationale for the 

independence between two variables, task interdependence and individual autonomy. The 

distinction between the two constructs allows me to propose their different roles in the 

research model. Specifically, task interdependence is considered a leaders’ design choice 

(Wageman, 2001), while individual autonomy is a boundary condition that is shaped by 
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various team and individual factors. In relation to expertise diversity, task 

interdependence provides complementary information for designing successful project 

teams from a task design perspective. Individual autonomy, in this study, is related to 

expertise diversity and task interdependence as a contingency, in that it influences the 

way in which team members work with others in a project team (Stewart et al., 2019). 

Project Team Effectiveness 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the relationship between expertise 

diversity and project team effectiveness. To overcome the mixed effects of expertise 

diversity on project team effectiveness, I first explore the concepts of expertise diversity 

and project team effectiveness. To define project team effectiveness, this section defines 

a project team and describes what distinguishes it from a work team. Then, I propose four 

project team effectiveness dimensions. 

Definition of Project Teams 

A team can be defined as a collection of individuals who work interdependently 

to achieve common goals (Cohen & Bailey, 1997; Kozlowski & Ilgen, 2006). Although 

many scholars have relied on this common definition of teams, some have proposed 

taxonomies for differentiating different types of teams (e.g., Cohen & Bailey, 1997; 

Hollenbeck, Beersma, & Schouten, 2012). For example, Cohen and Bailey (1997) 

categorized teams into work teams, parallel teams, project teams, and management teams. 

What is a project team?  

Building on the definition of a team, this study defines project team as a team that 

is formed to work on a particular project and then is disbanded once the project is 

completed (Chiocchio, 2015; de Poel, Stoker, & Van der Zee, 2014; Ford & Sullivan, 
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2004). Similarly, Horwitz (2005) stated that “Project teams generally perform single-

event tasks within a specified time frame such as developing a new product/service or 

implementing a new technology” (p.233). Putting together arguments of project 

management and organizational psychology, Chiocchio (2015) defined a project team as 

follows: 

“A project team unites people with varied knowledge, expertise, and experience 

who, within the life span of the project but over long work cycles, must acquire 

and pool large amounts of information in order to define or clarify their purpose, 

adapt or create the means to progressively elaborate an incrementally or radically 

new concept, service, product, activity, or more generally, to generate change 

(p.54)”. 

Further, a project is “a temporary organization to which resources are assigned to 

undertake a unique, novel, and transient endeavor aimed at managing the inherent 

uncertainty and need for integration in order to deliver beneficial objectives of change” 

(Turner & Müller, 2003, p. 7). Although some scholars have specified the tasks of project 

teams such as new product teams (e.g., Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009) and R&D 

project teams (e.g., Chen, Chang, & Hung, 2008), this study does not limit specific tasks 

of project teams.  

Characteristics of Project Teams 

In this study, I focus on three distinct characteristics of project teams: 

temporariness, cross-functionality, and fewer shared routines. To emphasize a particular 

characteristic of project teams, some have attached adjectives to project teams such as 

temporary project teams (e.g., Bakker et al., 2013) or cross-functional project teams (e.g., 
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Keller, 2001). These characteristics imply different mechanisms in team effectiveness 

from those in work teams (Chiocchio & Essiembre, 2009; Cohen & Bailey, 1997). 

Scholars have conducted meta-analyses to investigate the differences in team 

mechanisms among team types (e.g., Chiocchio & Essiembre, 2009; Joshi & Roh, 2009). 

For example, Joshi and Roh (2009) determined that relations-oriented diversity positively 

affected performance in temporary project teams, while having a negative influence on 

performance in work teams. They argued that the temporariness may force team members 

to focus on the potential benefits of team heterogeneity. I describe these three 

characteristics of project teams in detail as follows. 

The first distinct characteristic is temporariness (Bakker et al., 2013; Edmondson 

& Nembhard, 2009). Temporariness refers to the finite time limit placed on project teams 

(Janowicz-Panjaitan, Bakker, & Kenis, 2009). Project teams have different tasks and 

team durations, but all have their own deadlines for finishing their projects. Thus, all 

project teams only operate for a limited time. Due to this temporariness, it is difficult to 

develop ongoing relationships among team members. Thus, team members are likely to 

focus on tasks rather than their relationship in temporary teams (Joshi & Roh, 2009; 

Saunders & Ahuja, 2006). Further, due to this temporariness, scholars have paid attention 

to the deadline effects on team and individual outcomes (e.g., Saunders & Ahuja, 2006; 

Waller, Zellmer-Bruhn, & Giambatista, 2002). For example, time pressure within 

temporary projects with deadlines often enables team members to make quick decisions 

and better focus on goal accomplishment (Saunders & Ahuja, 2006). However, due to 

time pressure, project teams have less time to reflect on their organization’s ongoing 

strategies (Durham et al., 2000).  
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To summarize, in team literature, the temporal dimension has been recognized as 

an important consideration in relation to team development and effectiveness (Bradley, 

White, & Mennecke, 2003; Hollenbeck et al., 2012). According to the team/task duration 

framework proposed by Bradley et al. (2003), the type of general project teams that this 

study focuses on can be categorized as a short-term team/short task quadrant. However, 

task duration is a relative concept; thus, this study mainly focuses on the temporariness of 

project teams rather than teams’ duration.  

Cross-functionality is the second distinct characteristic of project teams 

(Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009). Project teams recruit team members who bring 

specialized expertise and perspectives to complete a project. In the selection of team 

members, project leaders consider how individual members’ expertise can contribute to 

the success of the project. As projects are proposed in response to challenges that cannot 

be solved with the existing organizational structure, project teams are likely to have 

individuals from diverse disciplines or function units compared to general work teams 

(Cohen & Bailey, 1997; Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009). Cross-functionality provides 

project teams with appropriate information and knowledge from external resources, but, 

at the same time, it hinders communication among team members. Specifically, team 

members from different functions provide diverse resources to perform a project. 

However, at the same time, they have different cognitive processes and languages, which 

can lead to poor communication in the project team (Cronin & Weingart, 2007; Martins 

et al., 2013; Van der Vegt & Bunderson, 2005). 

Lastly, project teams have fewer routines that are shared among team members 

compared to other types of teams (Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009; Keller, 1994). Team 
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members are temporally united to work on a project, so they have no common sense of 

the process of a successful project team. Moreover, since project teams often have very 

uncertain and complex tasks, called nonroutineness (Keller, 1994), project team members 

are required to be adaptable in response to unfamiliar environments (Edmondson & 

Nembhard, 2009). 

Conceptualization of Project Team Effectiveness 

Scholars have proposed multifaceted team effectiveness models. For work teams, 

Cohen and Bailey (1997) proposed three dimensions of effectiveness consisting of 

performance effectiveness assessed in terms of the quantity and quality of outputs (e.g., 

productivity, customer satisfaction, and innovation), member attitudes (e.g., team 

satisfaction and commitment), and behavioral outcomes (e.g., turnover and absenteeism). 

Hackman (2002) further categorized team effectiveness into team products, growth in 

team capability, and team members’ learning. However, there has been little focus on 

nuanced outcomes reflecting the distinct characteristics of project teams (Mathieu, 

Maynard, Rapp, & Gilson, 2008). 

To conceptualize project team effectiveness, it is necessary to define what an 

organization expects to accomplish from the project. Since project teams have different 

tasks, it is impossible to develop a universal set of project team success criteria (Mir & 

Pinnington, 2014). Nevertheless, scholars have proposed frameworks for accessing 

project teams (e.g., Pinto & Mantel, 1990; Cohen & Bailey, 1997). For example, Pinto 

and Mantel (1990) suggested several project team success dimensions: process, perceived 

value of project, and client satisfaction.  

Most studies on project team effectiveness have focused on project-level 

outcomes with respect to budgets, schedules, project quality, and project creativity (e.g., 
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Keller, 2001; Shenhar, Dvir, Levy, & Maltz, 2001). However, to conduct a 

comprehensive investigation of project team effectiveness, it is necessary to develop a 

project team effectiveness framework from a multilevel perspective (de Poel et al., 2014; 

Sanchez & Terlizzi, 2017; Shenhar et al., 2001). For example, Sanchez and Terlizzi 

(2017) proposed a project management success model incorporating factors related to the 

team, project manager, project, and portfolio, but individual-level factors were not 

included. Shenhar and Dvir (2007) proposed five dimensions of project success as project 

efficiency, team satisfaction, impact on the customer, business success, and preparing for 

the future. From a multilevel perspective, de Poel et al. (2014) categorized project team 

effectiveness into team-level outcomes (i.e., team innovativeness and team performance) 

and individual-level outcomes (i.e., organizational commitment, creative behavior, and 

job satisfaction). In this study, I categorized project outcomes into project- and 

individual-level outcomes (Ford & Sullivan, 2004; Kozlowski & Ilgen 2006; Mathieu et 

al., 2008). Two project outcomes (i.e., project efficiency and project creativity) and two 

individual-level outcomes (i.e., team satisfaction and growth experience) are the major 

focus of the current study. 

Project efficiency, which reflects the efficiency of project teams, includes 

traditional project management measures related to budgets and schedules (Hoegl & 

Gemuenden, 2001; Keller, 2001; Shenhar & Dvir, 2007). It also reflects the benefit to 

customers and organizations (Shenhar et al., 2001). Project teams need to adhere to their 

pre-determined mandates including the budget and schedule, and meet or exceed the 

performance standards of stakeholders. Keller (2001), for example, measured project 

team performance including technical quality, schedule performance, and budget 
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performance. Shenhar et al. (2001) also proposed project efficiency, impact on the 

customer, and business success as project success dimensions.  

In terms of project creativity, organizations expect project teams to present 

innovative solutions compared to work teams (Bakker et al., 2013; Ford & Sullivan, 

2004; Shenhar et al., 2001). The creative solutions and outcomes may yield a positive 

tension for organizations that are accustomed to current routines (Edmondson & 

Nembhard, 2009). Accordingly, Shenhar et al. (2001) proposed “preparing the future” as 

the fourth dimension of project success including creating a new market, a new product 

line, and a new strategy. Thus, in empirical studies, scholars have considered creative 

performance as a team-level outcome for project teams (e.g., Bakker et al., 2013; Chen et 

al., 2008; de Poel et al., 2014).  

At the individual level, many studies have also investigated team satisfaction 

(e.g., Ford & Sullivan, 2004; Tekleab et al., 2016). Although Hackman (1987) 

emphasized that meeting the needs of team-members is a team output, many studies on 

team effectiveness have focused on team members’ satisfaction as a dimension of team 

effectiveness. Logically, team satisfaction is an essential dimension of team effectiveness 

in that individuals who are satisfied with their teams are likely to have positive attitudes 

and behaviors. More specifically, researchers have reported team satisfaction and positive 

team processes and outcomes such as cohesion (e.g., Tekleab et al., 2009), team learning 

(e.g., Ortega, Sánchez-Manzanares, Gil, & Rico, 2010), and job satisfaction (e.g., Li, Li, 

& Wang, 2009). However, considering the temporariness of project teams, team 

satisfaction is not sufficient to reflect team members’ benefits from participation in 

project teams. 
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Lastly, in this study, I propose growth experience as an outcome for project 

members, since participating in project teams should lead to learning and growth 

experience for team members. Growth experience in project teams has been less 

addressed in previous literature (Kramer, Savage, & Salas, 2015) and few scholars have 

emphasized team members’ growth and learning on project teams in theoretical (e.g., 

Ford & Sullivan, 2004) and empirical research (e.g., Druskat & Kayes, 2000). Hoegl and 

Gemuenden (2001) included both work satisfaction and learning into the team members’ 

personal success category. Participating in project teams usually stimulates learning for 

individuals; however, it does not necessarily lead to growth experience. McCall, 

Lombardo, and Morrison (1988) found that some experiences enable individuals to learn 

more than others. They argued that the experience in project teams is one of the 

developmental experiences of teams. Organizations also promote organizational 

adaptability using project teams since project teams allow individuals to be more socially 

connected and broaden their competencies (Hackman & Oldham, 1976; Hollenbeck et al., 

2012). Shenhar and Dvir (2007) included preparing for the future as a dimension of 

project success. In the expanded work design model by Humphrey et al. (2007), 

individual satisfaction with growth was included as one of the attitudinal outcomes.  

Expertise Diversity 

To elaborate on the concept of expertise diversity I first explore what expertise 

and diversity are and how they have been studied. Based on the understanding of 

expertise and diversity, I present two perspectives to conceptualize expertise diversity.  
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Expertise 

Expertise can be generally defined as “the characteristics, skills, and knowledge 

that distinguish experts from novices and less experienced people” (Ericsson, 2006, p.3). 

Holyoak (1991) proposed three generations of expertise theories, and argued that 

expertise is defined differently in each of the generations. In the first generation, an 

expert was defined as “someone particularly skilled at general heuristic search” 

(Holyoak, 1991, p.301), emphasizing the experts’ specialized memory abilities. The 

second generation of expertise theories focused on the domain-specific knowledge and 

problem-solving competencies (Swanson, 1994). In that sense, an expert was 

conceptualized as someone who could provide effective and correct solutions to domain-

specific problems (Holyoak, 1991). The third generation focused on the ability to acquire 

knowledge. Kuchinke (1997) defined expertise as “the ability to create instantaneous 

cognitive network and connect many small bits of knowledge and information in a 

meaningful way, with processing of information and weighing constraints of a given 

situation often performed in parallel” (p.81).  

The above brief review of definitions suggest that expertise can be defined simply 

as the ability to achieve exceptional performance in a particular domain. In short, the 

concept of expertise has always included the following two dimensions: 1) a particular 

domain, and 2) superior performance. First, expertise can be acquired through the 

accumulation of knowledge and experience in a specific domain (Ericsson, 2006). In 

other words, “Expertise is largely domain-specific” (Proctor & Vu, 2006, p.282). Second, 

compared to non-experts, experts are required to demonstrate exceptional performance in 

a particular domain (Ericsson, 2006). Based on a relative approach to expertise, experts 
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have often been studied in comparison to novices (Chi, 2006). Hoffman (1998) extended 

the expertise scale further adding another level, describing the scale that progresses from 

novices to masters. As individuals progress through these stages, their performance 

increases accordingly. Thus, expertise is developing along a continuum from novices to 

experts (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1980). 

Diversity 

Team diversity refers to the distributional differences among members within a 

team with respect to their objective or subjective attributes (Harrison & Klein, 2007; Van 

Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007). The basic assumption is that team diversity is a group-

level concept composed of individual attributes. Since different attributes were included 

under the general definition of diversity, researchers have also attempted to distinguish 

different types of diversity in accordance with their similar and distinct properties (e.g., 

Jehn et al., 1999; Harrison, Price, & Bell, 1998; Pelled, 1996). Harrison et al. (1998) 

proposed surface- and deep-level diversity according to whether or not the attributes are 

readily observable. Individual attributes have been further categorized into less job-

related diversity (e.g., age, gender, and race) and highly job-related diversity (e.g., 

educational/functional background, and tenure) according to job-relatedness, which refers 

to the degree to which diversity variables contribute to job-related capabilities (Pelled, 

1996; Pelled et al., 1999). According to the typology of demographic diversity variables 

by Pelled (1996) expertise diversity can also be categorized into low visibility and high 

job-relatedness group. In other words, expertise is closely related to tasks but is not 

readily observable characteristic. Further, Jehn et al. (1999) distinguished different types 

of diversity into social category, informational, and value diversity. Social category 
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diversity represents readily observable differences among team members such as age, 

gender, and ethnicity diversity. Informational diversity refers to differences in knowledge 

and perspectives. Thus, expertise diversity can be categorized into informational 

diversity. Lastly, value diversity means the differences in deep-level perceptions, 

personalities, and goals among team members. 

Despite scholars’ efforts to categorize individual attributes, scholars have argued 

that research in diversity dimensions is limited in explaining the impact of team diversity 

on team outcomes (Jehn et al., 1999; Van Knippenberg et al., 2004). To overcome the 

limitations of categorization, Harrison and Klein (2007) proposed three types of team 

diversity ─ separation, variety, and disparity ─ focusing on the meaning of maximal 

diversity. At the maximal level of diversity, team members may be polarized on a 

specific issue (separation), or team members may cover all categories of attributes 

(variety), or one team member may surpass the expertise of all other members (disparity) 

(Harrison & Klein, 2007). 

Separation refers to the “composition of differences in (lateral) position or 

opinion among unit members, primarily of value, belief, or attitude; disagreement or 

opposition” (Harrison & Klein, 2007, p.1203). Separation assumes that there are 

differences in a single continuous attribute among team members. Variety indicates 

“composition of differences in kind source, or category of relevant knowledge or 

experience among unit members” (Harrison & Klein, 2007, p.1203). Thus, variety 

assumes categorical attributes such as gender, race, and education/functional 

backgrounds. Disparity is defined as “composition of (vertical) differences in proportion 

of socially valued assets or resources held among unit members” (Harrison & Klein, 
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2007, p.1203). In other words, this concept describes the hierarchal attributes, which is 

similar to the concept of inequality in sociology; this disparity leads to suppression of 

opinions and reduced communication (Blau, 1977).  

Two Approaches to Expertise Diversity 

Expertise diversity can be categorized into two different criteria depending on the 

domain and performance level (Martins et al., 2013). At the team level, this study defines 

expertise-domain diversity as the distribution of team members’ dominant expertise 

domains while expertise-level diversity is defined as the distribution of team members’ 

organizational positions reflecting individuals’ levels of expertise in each domain. The 

concept of expertise with these two dimensions is associated with a metaphor of T-

shaped persons using the horizontal axis as domains and the vertical axis as the level of 

expertise in a single field (Leonard-Barton, 1995).  

In this study, the concept of variety is adapted to illustrate maximal expertise-

domain diversity and expertise-level diversity as categorical differences. Kearney, 

Gebert, & Voelpel (2009), for instance, conceptualized educational specialization 

diversity using the concept of variety. In terms of expertise-level diversity, although it 

can be conceptualized as the vertical distribution of the continuous performance levels 

(Martins et al., 2013), in practice it is impossible to measure the level of expertise in 

different disciplines equally on a single continuum. Can the expertise levels of nurses and 

data analysts be operationalized in a single measure? Alternatively, this study focuses on 

the fact that team members who have a higher expertise level are likely to have higher 

power and status than the other members (Magee & Galinsky, 2008; Van der Vegt et al., 

2006). Therefore, I rely on organizational positions that reflect the power and authority of 
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people in these positions. This conceptualization is similar to positional diversity of 

previous studies (Jehn et al., 1999; Yeh & Chou, 2005). Using individuals’ positions, the 

maximal expertise-level diversity can also be conceptualized as variety. Table 1 describes 

two types of expertise diversity and presents the existing diversity attributes related to 

expertise diversity. 

Table 1 

Two Dimensions of Expertise Diversity 

 Definition Similar attributes 
Expertise-domain 
diversity 

The distribution of the team 
members’ domain expertise 
domains 

 Function 
 Major 
 Disciplines 

Expertise-level 
diversity 

The distribution of the team 
members’ organizational 
positions 

 Expertness, Experience 
 Educational level 
 Organizational positions 

 

Expertise-Domain Diversity 

Van der Vegt and Bunderson (2005) defined expertise diversity as “differences in 

the knowledge and skill domains in which members of a group are specialized as a result 

of their work experience and education” (p.533). In the team diversity literature, the 

difference in dominant disciplines has been generally conceptualized as functional and 

educational diversity, referring to team members’ work and education history. Functional 

and educational backgrounds both reflect team members’ type of knowledge and 

perspectives (Bell et al., 2011).  

In the present study, expertise-domain diversity follows the concept of dominant 

function diversity by Bunderson and Sutcliffe (2002). They revealed three different 

conceptualizations of functional diversity: (1) dominant function diversity, (2) functional 
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background diversity, and (3) functional assignment diversity. First, dominant function 

diversity, the most common concept among functional diversity research, is 

operationalized as the distribution of team members’ best-represented domains in their 

career tracks. Second, functional background diversity is operationalized as the average 

Euclidean distance among team members in the amount of time spent in each function. 

Lastly, functional assignment diversity focuses on the distribution of team members’ 

current functional assignments in the team (Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 2002).  

Expertise-Level Diversity 

In diversity literature, expertise-level diversity has been conceptualized in various 

ways. Shanteau, Weiss, Thomas, and Pounds (2003) summarized eight traditional ways 

to assess expert performance: (1) experience, (2) accreditation, (3) peer identification, (4) 

between-expert reliability, (5) within-expert reliability, (6) subject matter experts, (7) 

factual knowledge, and (8) creation of experts. For example, educational level is another 

relevant attribute because an individual’s highest educational achievement reflects the 

amount of knowledge and information that is relevant to the task (Bell et al., 2011). 

Additionally, expertise diversity is operationalized as the expertise level measured by the 

number of professional licenses and certifications (Lu, Chen, Huang, & Chien, 2015) and 

perceived expertness (Van der Vegt et al., 2006). 

In this study, expertise-level diversity reflects the differences in decision making 

authority of individuals in an organization. Given the different specialties of team 

members, it is difficult to propose a single continuum that assesses expertise levels of 

different experts equally. This study assumes that individual positions defined by roles 

and titles in an organization can be a proxy of individual expertness. 
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Expertise Diversity and Project Team Effectiveness 

Expertise diversity reflects knowledge and experience in diverse domains among 

team members, which may promote and/or impede project team effectiveness. As I 

described above, the social categorization perspective and information/decision-making 

perspective have enhanced the understanding of the negative and positive effects of 

expertise diversity, respectively. Based on the two competing perspectives, I describe and 

hypothesize the effects of expertise-domain and expertise-level diversity on four project 

team effectiveness dimensions: project efficiency, project creativity, team satisfaction, 

and growth experience.  

Expertise-Domain Diversity and Project Team Effectiveness 

Expertise-domain diversity assumes that “each member brings a specific 

functional perspective to a team, a perspective gained through experience that is typically 

weighted toward a particular function” (Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 2002, p.878). Due to the 

temporariness of project teams, team members tend to focus on their tasks. A positive 

influence of team diversity is stronger in project teams than in work teams from the 

information/decision-making perspective (Martins et al., 2013; Joshi & Roh, 2009). 

Scott-Young and Samson (2008) showed that cross-functional team design had positive 

effects on project performance. Nevertheless, in terms of the efficiency of project teams, 

expertise-domain diversity can hamper speedy and consistent decision making after the 

optimal level of expertise-domain diversity is reached. According to the social 

categorization perspective, the differences in cognitive process, language, and 

terminology among different experts can lead to the emergence of subgroups in a project 

team. The subgroups can be an obstacle to communication (Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 2002; 
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Cronin & Weingart, 2007), which consequently hinders project efficiency. Van der Vegt 

and Bunderson (2005) found non-linear relationships between expertise-domain diversity 

and team performance in multidisciplinary teams. Further, using student project team 

samples in informational technology (IT) management, Martins et al. (2013) found that 

there was no statistical effect of expertise-domain diversity and team performance. Thus, 

I hypothesize the relationship between expertise-domain diversity and project efficiency 

as follows: 

Hypothesis 1a. There is an inverted U-shaped relationship between expertise-

domain diversity and project efficiency.  

Considering the high task complexity in project teams, team members need to 

take the collective advantage of their social capital for creative solutions and apply it to 

their own tasks (Chen et al., 2008; Fong, 2003). The information/decision-making 

perspective explains the relationship between expertise-domain diversity and project 

creativity, in that diverse perspectives on a project help team members reflect on their 

own work and generate new knowledge (Fong, 2003; Shin et al., 2012). Scholars have 

also suggested that conflict caused by expertise-domain diversity can have a positive 

influence on creativity (Farh, Lee, & Farh, 2010; Shin et al., 2012). To summarize, as 

expertise-domain diversity increases, team members are likely to perform in a creative 

way. Hence, the following hypothesis is posited:  

Hypothesis 1b. Expertise-domain diversity is positively related to project 

creativity.  

In terms of individual-level outcomes, team members’ satisfaction is closely 

related to both project outcomes and team processes (Mathieu et al., 2008). By 
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incorporating positive and negative effects of expertise-domain diversity, scholars have 

demonstrated nonlinear relationships between expertise-domain diversity and team 

processes such as range of information use (e.g., Dahlin, Weingart, & Hinds, 2005). 

Thus, expertise-domain diversity may be nonlinearly related to team satisfaction. For 

team members’ growth experience, scholars have shown an inverted U-shaped 

relationship between expertise-domain diversity and learning-related behaviors (e.g., 

Dahlin et al., 2005; Van der Vegt & Bunderson, 2005). According to Hackman and 

Oldham (1976), individuals can be motivated by complex tasks. After finishing projects, 

the struggles during team processes can be considered positive growth experience. 

Therefore, the following hypotheses about the relationship between expertise-domain 

diversity and individual-level outcomes of project teams are posited: 

Hypothesis 1c. There is an inverted U-shaped relationship between expertise-

domain diversity and team satisfaction.  

Hypothesis 1d. Expertise-domain diversity is positively related to growth 

experience. 

Expertise-Level Diversity and Project Team Effectiveness 

In terms of the average of individual expertise levels, scholars found that the 

average of team members’ expertise and knowledge is related to team performance (e.g., 

Devine & Philips, 2001; Offermann, Bailey, Vasilopoulos, Seal, & Sass, 2004; Harris, 

McMahan, & Wright, 2012). In other words, as a team includes high performers, the 

team is likely to perform better. However, about the variance of team members’ 

expertise-levels, few studies have examined the relationship between expertise-level 

diversity and team effectiveness (Martins et al., 2013).  
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I defined expertise-level diversity with the assumption that individuals with 

higher expertise levels are likely to have greater power and authority in decision-making 

processes than those with lower expertise levels. Van der Vegt et al. (2006) found that 

individuals tend to be committed to those who are perceived as having more expertise. 

For problem-solving tasks, in particular, a team with one or a few members with superior 

expertise can perform well (Martins et al., 2013). The existence of hierarchy in expertise 

level can speed up decision-making processes within a project team, in that hierarchy can 

shorten decision-making processes by reducing time for consensus in a project team. It 

provides stability in project teams, leading to more productive and efficient teams 

(Magee & Galinsky, 2008). Martins et al. (2013) determined that expertise-level diversity 

had positive effects on performance. In this study, I hypothesize: 

Hypothesis 2a. Expertise-level diversity is positively related to project efficiency. 

The difference in expertise levels, however, can reduce team members’ creativity. 

Scholars have argued that participative decision making can enhance creative 

performance (De Dreu & West, 2001; Gilson & Shalley, 2004), but a hierarchical 

relationship due to expertise-level differences can demotivate team members to actively 

engage in decision-making processes. Further, team members with a relatively low level 

of expertise tend to follow the directions of the members with more expertise, which 

negatively affects individual and team creativity (Bakker et al., 2013; Zhang & Bartol, 

2010). Thus, I hypothesize: 

Hypothesis 2b. Expertise-level diversity is negatively related to project creativity.  

With respect to individual-level outcomes, as expertise-level increases, team 

members are likely to be more satisfied with their project teams due to the increased 
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efficiency in the working process (Serrador & Turner, 2015). In addition, if team 

members show similar expertise, they may communicate more in the process of 

conducting the project, which can exhaust them. Although high-level experts’ 

challenging demands can cause burnout among other members (Pinto, Dawood, & Pinto, 

2014), I assume that the benefits of expertise-level diversity outweigh its costs. If there 

are differences in expertise levels, team members with lower expertise levels may have 

opportunities to learn from higher-level experts in the project team. To summarize, I 

propose the following hypothesis on the effects of expertise-level diversity on individual-

level outcomes: 

Hypothesis 2c. Expertise-level diversity is positively related to team satisfaction.  

Hypothesis 2d. Expertise-level diversity is positively related to growth 

experience.  

Task Design: Task Interdependence 

In this study, task interdependence is highlighted as an important task design 

factor in designing project teams. Task design relates to how tasks are organized 

(Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967; Stewart, 2006). Task design elements have been researched 

as key determinants of team functioning and effectiveness (Cohen & Bailey, 1997; 

Courtright et al., 2015; Stewart, 2006; Stewart et al., 2019). This section defines task 

interdependence and hypothesizes its effects on project team effectiveness.  

Definition of Task Interdependence 

The meaning of interdependence in team research has been conceptualized 

differently based on different types of interdependence (Courtright et al., 2015; 

Wageman, 1999). Courtright et al. (2015) categorized the different concepts of 
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interdependence into task interdependence and outcome interdependence. While task 

interdependence refers to the distribution of resources and the rules of work processes, 

outcome interdependence is defined as goal and reward/feedback interdependence. 

Outcome interdependence is usually conceptualized as the team level construct because it 

encompasses collective gorals and rewards allocated at the team level (Courtright et al., 

2015). In contrast, task interdependence focuses on designed workflows for coordinated 

actions in project teams, which relates to how team members interact with each other to 

perform the tasks (Courtright et al., 2015). 

In this study, I define task interdependence as the degree to which team members 

depend on one another in a team for information, skills, resources, and work progresses 

in performing their tasks (Courtright et al., 2015; Staples & Webster, 2008). Both 

resource interdependence (Kiggundu, 1981, 1983) and input interdependence (Mathieu et 

al., 2008) are included in the conceptualization of task interdependence (Courtright et al. 

2015). Even with the same task, task interdependence can differ depending on how team 

members work and how the task is organized (Burke et al, 2006; Gully, Incalcaterra, 

Joshi, & Beaubien, 2002). 

Task Interdependence and Project Team Effectiveness 

Under a high level of team interdependence, team members are required to 

collaborate and communicate with other team members in their work (Courtright et al., 

2015; Choi & Cho, 2019). A meta-analysis by Burke et al. (2006) revealed that as task 

demands increase, collaboration among team members tends to increase. Although few 

studies directly explore the influence of task interdependence on project efficiency, the 

need for more communication and collaboration may diminish the efficiency of work 
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processes in project teams. As task interdependence increases, task and relationship 

conflicts can also increase (Hertel, Konradt, & Orlikowski, 2004). 

However, high task interdependence is likely to increase efficiency when 

conducting more complex projects (Choi & Cho, 2019). For complex tasks, the exchange 

of information and resources among team members helps a project team effectively find 

an appropriate solution. Today’s projects are initiated to address new and complex 

problems that have not been solved by previous approaches (Bakker et al., 2013; Ford & 

Sullivan, 2004). In the context of project teams, the mutual dependence of team members 

may contribute to the efficient completion of their project (Gilson & Shalley, 2004; 

Langfred, 2007). Overall, the benefits of task interdependence can outweigh its costs in 

project teams. I therefore propose: 

Hypothesis 3a. Task interdependence is positively related to project efficiency.  

A project team is expected to have more creative outcomes through mutual 

dependence among team members in terms of information, skills, and resources. Team 

members, with a high level of task interdependence, may take a more creative approach 

to projects (Gilson & Shalley, 2004; Van der Vegt & Jannsen, 2003). Gilson and Shalley 

(2004) found that creative teams had high task interdependence. Task interdependence 

can stimulate team members to communicate and collaborate with others in their teams 

(Courtright et al., 2015; Staples & Webster, 2008). Frequent collaboration is beneficial 

for creative solutions to team tasks (Gilson & Shalley). In brief, I propose the following 

hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 3b. Task interdependence is positively related to project creativity.  
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For individual outcomes, Van der Vegt, Emans, and Van de Vliert (2001) found 

that task interdependence is related to individual-level outcomes such as team satisfaction 

and commitment. Since a high task interdependence requires team members to know 

others’ work, they have more chances to learn the diverse information and perspectives of 

different disciplines in project teams (Choi & Cho, 2019; Ortega, Sánchez-Manzanares, 

Gil, & Rico, 2010; Van den Bossche, Gijselaers, Segers, & Kirschner, 2006). Team 

members may be motivated to learn from other team members when there is high task 

interdependency (Ortega et al., 2010; Van den Bossche et al., 2006). I posit the following 

hypotheses:  

Hypothesis 3c. Task interdependence is positively related to team satisfaction.  

Hypothesis 3d. Task interdependence is positively related to growth experience.  

Moderating Roles of Individual Autonomy 

From a contingency approach, I propose individual autonomy as a moderator to 

better understand the effects of expertise diversity and task interdependence on project 

team effectiveness. Since individual autonomy is related to the responsibility of 

individuals’ work and teamwork, it should be highlighted as an influential context for the 

effects of team design factors (Harrison & Humphrey, 2010). In previous research, 

scholars have explored the interaction effects of individual autonomy with individual- 

and team-level constructs including personality (e.g., Barrick & Mount, 1993; Fuller, 

Hester, & Cox, 2010) and task interdependence (e.g., Langfred, 2005). The next section 

explains the concept of individual autonomy. Then I describe how individual autonomy 

influences the hypothesized main relationships.  
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Definition of Individual Autonomy 

Individual autonomy is defined as the degree to which team members have 

freedom and discretion in performing assigned tasks (Hackman & Oldham, 1976; 

Langfred, 2005). Autonomy has been conceptualized as a multilevel construct (Langfred, 

2005). Team-level autonomy means that a team works independently of other 

departments within an organization (van Mierlo, Rutte, Vermunt, Kompier, & 

Doorewaard, 2006). Although individual- and team-level autonomy are correlated, they 

are different (Langfred, 2005). In many previous studies, scholars used the term 

autonomy to indicate team autonomy (e.g., Bourgault, Drouin, & Hamel, 2008; Hoegl & 

Parboteeah, 2006). This study focuses on individual autonomy. Therefore, to eliminate 

confusion in this concept, I use the term, individual autonomy, throughout this study.  

In this study, individual autonomy is conceptualized as a cultural factor, which is 

influenced by various individual and team factors such as the teamwork process and 

leadership styles. Asserting autonomy can vary across individuals (Hoda & Murugesan, 

2016). Choi and Cho (2019) defined autonomy as a culture in which individuals have 

freedom in decision making. In this aspect, Hoda and Murugesan (2016) identified 

asserting autonomy as an individual-level challenge for agile project management.  

Relationship between Expertise-Domain Diversity and Project Team Effectiveness 

Individual autonomy is closely linked to team members’ responsibilities for the 

tasks (Hackman & Oldham, 1976). Jobs with a high level of autonomy tend to require 

individual efforts and expertise. Individuals, therefore, take on more responsibility for the 

success or failure of tasks given to them, which leads to individual team members’ 
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motivation, satisfaction, and performance quality (Hackman & Oldham, 1976; Li et al., 

2009; Stewart, 2006).  

When tasks involve higher individual autonomy, team members have a higher 

motivation to perform their tasks well. Hoegl and Parboteeah (2006) found that 

individual autonomy in project decisions was positively related to teamwork quality in 

software development teams. Scholars have also shown that individual autonomy has a 

positive influence on creativity (e.g., Hodgson & Briand, 2013; Thompson, Jones, & 

Warhurst, 2009). To perform better their tasks, individuals with high autonomy may 

attempt to take advantage of the teams’ expertise diversity such as diverse information 

and resources from experts in other fields. These behaviors increase the positive 

influences of expertise diversity from an information/decision-making perspective. 

Therefore, in terms of the hypothesized curvilinear effects of expertise-domain diversity 

on project efficiency and team satisfaction, when tasks have high individual autonomy, 

the optimal level of expertise-domain diversity may be higher. In addition, the positive 

effects of expertise-domain diversity on project creativity and growth experience can be 

strengthened within the context of high autonomy tasks. To summarize, I propose the 

following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 4a. Individual autonomy moderates the curvilinear relationship 

between expertise-domain diversity and project efficiency, such that the optimal 

expertise-domain diversity is higher when autonomy is higher. 

Hypothesis 4b. Individual autonomy moderates the positive relationship between 

expertise-domain diversity and project creativity, such that the positive 

relationship is stronger when autonomy is higher. 
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Hypothesis 4c. Individual autonomy moderates the curvilinear relationship 

between expertise-domain diversity and team satisfaction, such that the optimal 

expertise-domain diversity is higher when autonomy is higher. 

Hypothesis 4d. Individual autonomy moderates the positive relationship between 

expertise-domain diversity and growth experience, such that the positive 

relationship is stronger when autonomy is higher. 

Relationship between Expertise-Level Diversity and Project Team Effectiveness 

Although scarce research has focused on the effects of expertise-level diversity on 

team effectiveness, I further develop the mechanism underlying the effects by 

considering individual autonomy a contingency. Team members with high autonomy 

have discretion and latitude in decision making in performing their tasks (Langfred, 

2005); due to the high autonomy, they have responsibility for their performance 

(Hackman & Oldman, 1976). In Hypotheses 2a – 2d, the effects of expertise-level 

diversity on project outcomes were hypothesized based on the power hierarchy caused by 

differences in expertise levels. The hierarchy may shorten decision-making processes in 

project teams, which can increase project efficiency while decreasing project creativity. 

In this regard, within project teams that provide high autonomy to individuals, the effect 

of power hierarchy may be alleviated (Thompson et al., 2009). Under high autonomy, the 

effects of expertise-level diversity on individual-level outcomes (i.e., team satisfaction 

and growth experience) may be weaker in the same way. In particular, as individual 

autonomy increases, the variety of learning sources during a project increases. This can 

further decrease learning from other team members. Thus, I hypothesize that individual 

autonomy weakens the effects of expertise-level diversity on project team effectiveness.  
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Hypothesis 5a. Individual autonomy moderates the positive relationship between 

expertise-level diversity and project efficiency, such that the positive relationship 

is weaker when autonomy is high. 

Hypothesis 5b. Individual autonomy moderates the negative relationship between 

expertise-level diversity and project creativity, such that the negative relationship 

is weaker when autonomy is high. 

Hypothesis 5c. Individual autonomy moderates the positive relationship between 

expertise-level diversity and team satisfaction, such that the positive relationship 

is weaker when autonomy is high. 

Hypothesis 5d. Individual autonomy moderates the positive relationship between 

expertise-level diversity and growth experience, such that the positive relationship 

is weaker when autonomy is high. 

Relationship between Task Interdependence and Project Team Effectiveness 

Scholars have argued that there is an effective and successful combination of task 

interdependence and individual autonomy, which helps build high functioning teams 

(Langfred, 2007; Sprigg et al., 2000). Given the independence between the two 

constructs, there are four possible combinations: high-high, high-low, low-high, and low-

low (Langfred, 2007). Because both task interdependence and individual autonomy are 

expected to positively influence individuals and teams, the positive interaction effects 

between them suggests that the high-high combination is the best. However, in most 

empirical studies, the interaction effects of task interdependence with individual 

autonomy on individuals and teams were negative (e.g., Janz et al., 1997; Langfred, 

2005; Sprigg et al., 2000). The negative interaction effects imply that the high-low or 
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low-high combinations show better team functioning and performance than those of the 

other combinations. 

Therefore, in this study, I also expect that individual autonomy negatively 

moderates the positive influences of task interdependence on each project team 

effectiveness dimensions. The high level of individual autonomy lessens the benefits of 

task interdependence such as increasing communication and sharing knowledge and skills 

among team members (Langfred, 2007; Sprigg et al., 2000). Because when individuals 

have freedom and authority, they may rely less on others’ knowledge and opinions more 

in their decision making. Therefore, although communication among team members 

increases due to their mutual dependence, team members may not fully use the 

advantages of communication (Langfred, 2007; Sprigg et al., 2000). In contrast, under the 

low individual autonomy culture, team members tend to rely on others’ knowledge and 

opinions, which maximizes the benefits of task interdependence (Langfred, 2007). 

Despite the relationship trade-off, I do not expect that low individual autonomy makes 

the positive effects of task interdependence negative. This is because both individual 

autonomy and task interdependence have been shown to be positive factors of successful 

teams. To summarize, I propose the moderating effects of individual autonomy on the 

relationship between task interdependence and project team effectiveness as follows: 

Hypothesis 6a. Individual autonomy moderates the positive relationship between 

task interdependence and project efficiency, such that the positive relationship is 

weaker when autonomy is higher. 
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Hypothesis 6b. Individual autonomy moderates the positive relationship between 

task interdependence and project creativity, such that the positive relationship is 

weaker when autonomy is higher. 

Hypothesis 6c. Individual autonomy moderates the positive relationship between 

task interdependence and team satisfaction, such that the positive relationship is 

weaker when autonomy is higher. 

Hypothesis 6d. Individual autonomy moderates the positive relationship between 

task interdependence and growth experience, such that the positive relationship is 

weaker when autonomy is higher. 

Summary 

This chapter presented an overview of the literature on expertise diversity, task 

interdependence, individual autonomy, and project team effectiveness. I first described 

the underlying theories of my research model. Second, I defined project team 

effectiveness and expertise diversity and then proposed four dimensions of project team 

effectiveness and two perspectives on expertise diversity. Based on these definitions, I 

developed the main hypotheses about the relationships between expertise diversity and 

project team effectiveness based on two competing perspectives: the social categorization 

perspective and the information/decision-making perspective. Among the hypotheses, I 

posited the curvilinear relationships.  

I further proposed another focal variable, task interdependence, as an important 

task design factor. In addition, individual autonomy was described as a moderator of the 

effects of expertise diversity and task interdependence on project team effectiveness. To 

differentiate between the two concepts of task interdependence and individual autonomy, 
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I introduced the integrated theory of job design. Figure 1 depicts the proposed research 

model of project team effectiveness. 

 

Figure 1. Hypothesized model of project team effectiveness 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHOD 

This chapter describes the methods used to investigate the research question of 

this study. The target population of this study is limited-time, project-based teams in 

healthcare. In today’s healthcare systems, there is a growing need to employ project 

teams to address the changing needs of stakeholders in response to the healthcare 

environment (Lemieux-Charles & McGuire, 2006; Pinto et al., 2014). In this chapter, I 

explain the data collection procedures and characteristics of the sample, followed by the 

instruments to measure the constructs of this study. Lastly, I describe how I analyze the 

collected data.  

Sample and Data Collection 

According to the institutional review board (IRB) of the University of Minnesota, 

I received the determination that this study meets the criteria for exemption from IRB 

review (Appendix C). Along with this exemption determination, this study also received 

the exemption determination from IRB from the targeted healthcare organization 

(Appendix D). I collected data from project teams in a nonprofit healthcare organization 

based in Minnesota, USA. Throughout this research, I cooperated with the director (MD) 

of diversity and inclusion and the senior advisor (PhD), who majored in HRD, in the 

healthcare organization. Specifically, they cooperated to collect information about 

recently or almost completed project teams in their organization.  

I collected project team information in two ways. I first accessed the project 

database in the targeted organization to collect project titles and contact information 

about project managers. An invitation to participate in this research was sent to project 
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managers. If the project manager agreed, he or she shared the list of team members with 

contact information. I also collected a list of members in each project team at an annual 

conference hosted by the targeted organization. The conference is on the practice and 

innovations for healthcare quality improvement and patient experience. 

In total, I collected contact information, roles, and departments of 561 individuals 

from 69 project teams in diverse areas including nursing, clinical practice, IT, and 

knowledge management. At the team level, the initial data included project titles only. 

Among the 561 individuals, six members participated in three different project teams, and 

30 individuals engaged in two different project teams at the same time.  

An online survey was distributed to the 561 individuals using Qualtrics between 

April 25, 2019 and July 16, 2019. The survey instructions clearly indicated the project 

title for each participant. Along with the survey, individuals were informed of the 

purpose and procedure of this study along with the potential benefits and risks. For 

individuals who participated in multiple projects, I sent a subsequent online survey about 

the next project after I received their answers about the first project.  

The initial sample included 298 participants from 65 project teams, a response 

rate of 53.12%. In this study, a valid sample included a team with three or more 

participants, because one or two individuals would not properly represent team 

characteristics (Zohar, 2002). After excluding participants from inappropriate teams, the 

final sample included 274 surveys from 258 individuals in 50 project teams; 12 

individuals participated in two projects and two individuals participated in three projects 

simultaneously.  
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The 50 project teams included 515 individuals, ranging from 3 to 32; a project 

team had 10.3 team members, on average. In terms of project goals, there were 16 

projects for practice improvement, 20 projects for quality improvement, and 14 projects 

for other goals. The duration of projects ranged from 3 months to 60 months, with an 

average of 18.84 months. 

Of the 274 individuals, 125 were male (45.6%) and 149 were female (54.4%). In 

terms of the education level, 124 (45.3%) had undergraduate degrees or lower and 150 

(54.7%) had graduate-level degrees including master’s and doctoral degrees. Lastly, the 

average organizational tenure of participants was 16.15 years. 

According to the Project teams in the targeted organization have formed from a 

top-down or bottom-up process, in terms of project goals. Project teams formed using a 

top-down approach were provided with their goals by executive members of the 

organization. From a bottom-up process, projects were initiated by individuals; the goals 

of these projects were identified by individuals, and generally these projects were funded 

by division or department grants. Regardless of a project design process, the healthcare 

organization asks project teams to take a multidisciplinary perspective when forming 

them. A project team gathers team members from multiple disciplines based on its needs. 

Hence, I expect that the expertise diversity of each project team in this study varies. 

Measures 

To measure the constructs in this study, I used HR information (e.g., role, title, & 

department) and established measures with established validity evidence in previous 

studies. In particular, at the team level, project team members’ HR information was used 

to measure expertise-domain diversity and expertise-level diversity. To reflect the context 
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of a healthcare organization, I modified the established measures used in this study, in 

collaboration with the healthcare practitioners at the targeted organization. All self-report 

items were measured using a five-point rating scale. Appendix A shows the original and 

revised questionnaire items. The final survey distributed to participants is provided in 

Appendix B.  

Project Team Effectiveness  

In this study, project team effectiveness is categorized into the following four 

dimensions: project efficiency, project creativity, team satisfaction, and growth 

experience. First, project efficiency was measured using the 4-item scale from Maruping, 

Venkatesh, Thatcher, and Patel (2015), which was modified to reflect the context of 

project teams in healthcare. Participants were asked whether their project products met 

client expectations in terms of high quality and if they completed the project within the 

assigned time and budget. The reliability of Maruping et al.’s (2015) scale was .82. In 

this study, the reliability of this scale was .691. 

Project creativity was measured using four items from the 6-item scale developed 

with validty evidence by Yong et al. (2014), which were modified for this study. Yong et 

al.’s (2014) scale was constructed to capture the novelty of outcomes including 

originality and new combinations. The original scale was developed in the context of 

student teams, and the reliability was .93. In this study, the reliability of this scale 

was .860. 

Team satisfaction was measured using three items developed by Peeters, Rutte, 

van Tuijl, and Reymen (2006) in the context of student project teams. In Peeters et al. 

(2006), the reliability was .88. The reliability of this scale in this study was .909. 
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Growth experience was measured using five items based on the satisfaction with 

growth opportunities measure which is part of the Team Diagnostic Survey (TDS) 

developed by Wageman, Hackman, and Lehman (2005). The scale from the TDS 

includes three items (see GE1, GE2, and GE3 in Appendix B). According to Wageman et 

al. (2005), the reliability of this scale was .71. To overcome the relatively low-reliability 

value, I added two more items (see GE4 and GE5 in Appendix B) measuring growth 

experience after completing team projects. The internal consistency of this scale 

was .929. 

Expertise diversity 

Two dimensions of expertise diversity, expertise-domain and expertise-level, 

were conceptualized in this study. I operationalized expertise-domain diversity based on 

the concept of dominant function diversity. Domain function diversity has been defined 

as “determining the functional areas within which team members have spent the greater 

part of their careers or that best represent their dominant functional career tracks” 

(Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 2002, p.879). In Bunderson and Sutcliffe (2002), participants 

were asked to indicate their work experience in each of the nine function areas including 

accounting, HR, distribution, R&D, equipment management, administrative support, and 

general management. However, most of these functions do not fit the healthcare 

organization profile.  

Therefore, to clearly categorize the disciplines of the team members, I asked for 

advice from the director (MD) and senior advisor (PhD) in the targeted healthcare 

organization. Specifically, once I coded all disciplines of the team members, these two 

practitioners reviewed team members’ discipline codes team by team. We went through 
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this process three times, and finally identified 48 disciplines of the team members. Table 

2 shows all disciplines in this study.  

Table 2 

Disciplines of Team Members in 50 Projects 

Administrative Support 

Lab Medicine and Pathology 

Anesthesiology 

Product MGR 

Cardiology 

Internal medicine 

Clinical Support Services 

Data Science 

Education 

Endocrinology 

Engineering Technology 

Environmental Services 

Family Medicine & Nutrition 

Finance & Accounting 

Gynecology 

Histology 

Hospitalist 

HR 

Infection 

IT 

Law 

ME&IC 

Oncology 

Neurology 

Nursing 

Occupational Medicine 

Operations 

Orthopedic 

Palliative Care 

Physical Medicine & 

Rehabilitate 

Physical Therapy 

PM&R 

Population Health Management 

Project Management 

Psychology 

Public Affairs 

Qualitative Research 

Quality management 

Radiology/nuclear Med 

Radiology Informatics 

Radiology System/Env/Tech 

Respiratory System 

Safety/hygiene/Hazardous 

Materials 

Supply Chain Management 

Speech Pathologist 

System Engineer 

Transplant 

UX design 

 

Expertise-level diversity was operationalized by team members’ organizational 

positions identified by individuals’ roles/titles. Although there is no complete approach to 

assessing the expertise levels of individual team members (Shanteau et al., 2003), the 

operationalized positions reflect distinct levels of expertise with respect to authority and 

power in decision making in an organization. After further discussion with the director 

(MD) and senior advisor (PhD) in the targeted organization, 12 distinct positions were 

identified. In particular, because physicians and nurses have unique hierarchical 

structures, it was impossible to match their ranks with the hierarchy of administrative and 
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other functions. Thus, in this study, I kept physicians and nurses’ unique ranks. Table 3 

shows all of the positions of the team members in this study.  

Table 3 

Organizational Positions of Team Members in 50 Projects 

1. Administrative assistant and coordinator 7. Nurse 

2. Technician, specialist, and analyst 8. Nursing supervisor and leadership 

3. Associate and senior 
technician/specialist/analyst 

9. Nursing supports 

4. Manager, supervisor, and unit head 10. Resident 

5. Section head and vice chair 11. Physician 

6. Project management 12. Physician leadership 

Note. The order of the organizational positions in this list does not reflect hierarchy. 

I quantified both expertise-domain diversity and expertise-level diversity using 

Blau’s index (1977), 1 ∑ 𝑝 , where p is the proportion of unit members in kth category 

among K possible categories. Blau’s index values range from 0 to (K-1)/K. The 

maximum diversity status, in terms of Blau’s index, indicates when team members’ 

disciplines or ranks are spread equally. Figure 2 shows an example of quantifying the 

expertise-domain diversity and expertise-level diversity of a project team. This illustrates 

how a project team has different values of expertise-domain diversity and expertise-level 

diversity.  
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Figure 2. An example of quantifying expertise-domain diversity and expertise-level 

diversity. 

Task Interdependence 

To measure task interdependence, I used a 5-item scale developed by Van der 

Vegt et al. (2001). Somech, Desivilya, and Lidogoster (2009) used this scale to measure 

task interdependence with a reliability (coefficient alpha) of .92 in R&D teams. In this 

study, the five items were revised to fit the context of project teams in healthcare. From a 

multilevel perspective, Van der Vegt et al. (2001) analyzed task interdependence at the 

individual and team levels. In this paper, I conceptualize task interdependence as an 

individual-level construct. In this study, the reliability of this measure was .747.  

Autonomy 

Autonomy was measured using a 9-item scale developed by Breaugh (1989) 

consisting of three sub-dimensions: work method, work scheduling, and work criteria 

autonomy. Many studies on autonomy have used this scale (e.g., Langfred, 2005, 2007). 

The reliability of this scale was reported as .90 (Langfred, 2005). In this study, the 

reliability was .861. 
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Control Variables  

Team-level and individual-level control variables were included. At the team 

level, team size, project goals, and project duration were controlled. To control the team 

size, the number of team members was first collected from a project database and 

conference posters. The project leaders and managers then re-confirmed the information. 

Previous studies have found that team size affects team effectiveness, including a meta-

analysis (e.g., LePine, Piccolo, Jackson, Mathieu, & Saul, 2008). Second, project goals 

were categorized into practice improvement, quality improvement, and other goals. Two 

dummy variables for the project team goals were created using other goals as the 

reference group. In terms of the duration of projects, participants were asked to report the 

start date and completion date of their projects. I used project leaders’ or managers’ 

answers first to identify the duration of the projects. For project teams where a leader did 

not participate in this study, the project duration was calculated as the average of the 

individual team members’ answers.  

At the individual level, gender, education, organizational tenure, leader, and task 

complexity were controlled. For gender, female was coded as 1. Second, the education 

level of individuals was simplified into undergraduate or graduate degrees. Individuals 

with graduate-level degrees were coded as 1. In terms of task complexity, van 

Knippenberg et al. (2004) argued that heterogeneous teams outperform homogeneous 

teams when performing complex and nonroutine tasks. Choi and Cho (2019) also showed 

task complexity affects corporation, coordination, and knowledge sharing in virtual 

teams. Task complexity can be characterized using two dimensions, task variety and 

analyzability (Chae, Seo, & Lee, 2015). Initially, to measure task complexity, I employed 
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and modified three items of task variety and two items (out of three) of task analyzability; 

these items of task variety and analyzability were used by Chae et al. (2015). Based on 

the reliability of task complexity, the three items of task variety were only used to 

measure task complexity. The reliability of the 3-item scale, in this study, was .659. 

Preliminary Analysis 

Prior to the statistical analyses of the main models, the potential statistical issues 

of this study were tested and identified. First, I addressed basic assumptions including 

missing data, outliers, normality, and multicollinearity. Second, a confirmatory factor 

analysis (CFA) marker technique was employed to identify common method variance. I 

then compared the measurement models with different latent factors. 

Missing Data and Outliers 

There was no missing value in the final dataset. The participants, 274 individuals 

from 50 teams, in the final sample answered all questions in the online survey. According 

to the box plots, there was no extreme outlier (see Figure 3). Given the small sample size, 

this study did not exclude any outliers. For a small size data set, excluding outliers can be 

misleading (Jones, 2019).  
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Figure 3. Box plots of focal variables collected by self-reports. 

Normality  

The normality of variables was determined using the skewness and kurtosis 

(Kline, 2011; Tabacknick & Fidell, 2013). According to Table 4, task satisfaction and 

team size may violate the assumption of normality. The skewness and kurtosis of task 

creativity were -2.050 and 5.270, respectively. Those of team size were 1.860 and 4.274. 

Kline (2011) stated that the absolute values of skewness and kurtosis greater than 3 and 

10, respectively, may indicate a normal distribution problem. In addition, Tabacknick and 

Fidell (2013) argued that if a sample size is more than 200, the deviation from the norm 
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values of skewness and kurtosis does not often make a difference in statistical analysis. 

Although these arguments support a minimal or no issue with normality, the results of 

this study should be interpreted with caution.  

Table 4 

Skewness and Kurtosis of Variable Distributions 

Variable Skewness Kurtosis 

Individual-level variables (N=274)   

Organizational tenure 0.610 -0.526 

Task complexity -0.456 0.067 

Task interdependence -1.030 1.644 

Individual autonomy -0.890 0.895 

Project efficiency -0.999 0.894 

Project creativity -1.252 2.391 

Team satisfaction -2.050 5.270 

Growth experience -1.292 1.890 

Team-level variables (N=50)   

Team size 1.860 4.274 

Project duration 1.329 1.919 

Expertise-domain diversity -1.180 1.212 

Expertise-level Diversity -0.538 -0.648 
Note. Project goal (1) = practice improvement; Project goal (2) = quality improvement 

Multicollinearity 

Multicollinearity refers to the presence of very high correlations among 

independent variables in a multiple regression, which can cause less precise coefficients 

of variables (Kline, 2011). As quadratic and interaction terms (X2 or XZ) are created by 

X and Z, they can cause multicollinearity problems. To minimize the issue of 

multicollinearity, the following variables were mean-centered: task interdependence, 

autonomy, and task complexity. I also confirmed no multicollinearity issue in this 

research based on three criteria (Kline, 2011): (1) correlation coefficients should be less 
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than .9; (2) tolerance should more than .1; and (3) the variance inflation factor (VIF) 

should be less than 10. In this study, there was no multicollinearity issue. Table 5 shows 

the tolerance and VIF values of variables by levels. 

Table 5 

Multicollinearity Diagnostics 

Variable Tolerance VIF 
Individual-level variables (N=274)   

Female .943 1.060 
Education .953 1.050 
Organizational tenure .976 1.025 
Leader .940 1.064 
Task complexity .811 1.233 
Task Interdependence .841 1.189 
Individual Autonomy .971 1.030 

Team-level variables (N=50)   
Team size .825 1.212 
Project goal (1)  .676 1.480 
Project goal (2) .652 1.534 
Project duration .969 1.032 
Expertise-Domain diversity .645 1.550 
Expertise-Level Diversity .606 1.651 

Note. Project goal (1) = practice improvement; Project goal (2) = quality improvement 

Common Method Variance 

To minimize method biases in this study, I employed the procedural and statistical 

remedies recommended by Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, and Podsakoff (2003). First, I 

collected data from different sources. Along with self-report data, administrative data 

including participants’ roles and departments were collected. Specifically, task 

interdependence and autonomy were measured using data collected from individual team 

members, while expertise diversity was calculated using HR information on individuals. 

Second, protecting the anonymity of participants can reduce method bias. Because this 
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study does not employ temporal separation of measurement, response anonymity was 

strictly maintained. In addition to these procedural remedies, a CFA marker technique 

was employed. In this process, I used AMOS with the maximum likelihood (ML) 

estimation. 

CFA Marker Technique 

The distributed online survey in this study included performance-avoid goal 

orientation as a marker variable to test common method variance bias. Performance-

avoid goal orientation was measured using the 4-item scale developed by Van de Walle 

(1997). The marker variable should show no theoretical and statistical relationship with 

substantive variables (Simmering, Fuller, Richardson, Ocal, & Atinc, 2015). I confirmed 

that the performance-avoid goal orientation was significantly unrelated to substantive 

variable, except for task complexity (r=.163, p<.05), which satisfies the requirement for 

an ideal marker variable.  

Using the marker variable, I followed a comprehensive analysis plan using 

structural equation modeling (SEM) proposed by Williams, Hartman, and Cavazotte 

(2010). I explain different types of models in the CFA Marker Technique based on Figure 

4. The analysis process includes three distinct models as follows. The first model is the 

CFA model without method factor loadings (e) from the model in Figure 4. In other 

words, the method factor loadings (e) are forced to 0. The second version is the Baseline 

model without method factor loadings (e) and correlations with the marker variable (b). 

The Baseline model has the fixed value of the marker variables’ measurement parameters 

(d) acquired from the first CFA model. The third model is the Method-C model; C 

indicates that the method factor loadings (e) are constrained to having the same value. 
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Compared to the Baseline Model, the method effects related to the marker variable can be 

tested. One alternative version of Method-C is Method-U. The Method-U model does not 

constrain the method factor loadings (e); U refers to unconstrained. Comparing Method-

C to Method-U provides evidence of common method variance (CMV) and unrestricted 

method variance (UMV). 

 

Figure 4. Example of a latent marker variable model (Williams et al., 2010).  

Table 6 shows the model fit results for each model. All models showed relatively 

good model fits based on the chi-square (χ2), the comparative fit index (CIF), and the 

root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA). The comparison of the Method-C 

model to the Baseline model was unable to reject the null hypothesis that the latent 

marker variable was not associated with 29 substantive indicators of this study. If the 

Method-C model was significantly better than the Baseline model, I could conclude that 

CMV existed in this study. However, this study confirmed that the Baseline model was 

better than the Method-C and Model-U models. 
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Table 6 

Model Fit Indices and Model Comparisons for CFA Models with Marker Variable 

Models χ2 df CFI RMSEA (90% CI) 

CFA with marker variable 863.115 467 .917 .056 (.050, .062) 

Baseline 876.194 482 .917 .055 (.049, .060) 

Method-C 875.940 481 .917 .055 (.049, .061) 

Method-U 845.575 453 .918 .056 (.050, .062) 

Model Comparisons 𝚫𝝌𝟐 𝚫𝒅𝒇 p-value  

Baseline vs Method-C .254 1 .614  

Method-C vs Method-U 30.365 28 .346  

Note. CFA = confirmatory factor analysis; CFI = comparative fit index; RMSEA = root 

mean square error of approximation; C = constrained. 

Another alternative version of the Method-C model is the Method-R model. This 

R model tests the possible method effects associated with the marker variable on factor 

correlations; R indicates restricted parameters. Table 7 shows the completely 

standardized factor loadings for the Method-R model. The standardized factor loadings of 

the marker column show the impact of method variance related to the marker variable; 

they were statistically insignificant. This result indicates that there was no influence of 

method variance associated with the marker variable on the items of the substantive 

constructs. This result further supports my interpretation of the model comparison results 

in Table 7. 
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Table 7 

Method-U Model Factor Loadings: Completely Standardized Solution 

Item TI AU CX TP TC TS GR Marker 

TI1 .57***       .02 

TI2 .54***       .01 

TI3 .60***       -.02 

TI4 .70***       .00 

TI5 .47***       .05 

AU1  .76***      -.06 

AU2  .86***      -.09 

AU3  .67***      -.05 

AU4  .60***      -.05 

AU5  .58***      -.12 

CX1   .52***     .10 

CX2   .57***     .13 

CX3   .90***     .19 

PE1    .53***    -.05 

PE2    .53***    -.07 

PE3    .38***    .00 

PE4    .48***    -.05 

PC1     .69***   -.02 

PC2     .62***   .01 

PC3     .70***   .01 

PC4     .78***   -.06 

TS1      .63***  -.05 

TS2      .61***  -.08 

TS3      .56***  -.09 

GR1       .69*** -.03 

GR2       .74*** -.05 

GR3       .86*** .03 

GR4       .74*** .06 

GR5       .70*** .04 

Note. TI=task interdependence; AU=autonomy; CX=task complexity; PE=project 

efficiency; PC=project creativity; TS=team satisfaction; GR=growth experience; 

***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
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Measurement Model Assessment 

Using CFA, I estimated the internal-structure-related validity evidence of the 

measures from the ML estimation using AMOS. The quality of the factor structure was 

tested by comparing the different factor models. This measurement model assessment 

using latent variables helps investigate the validity of measures considering measurement 

errors (Kline, 2011). Specifically, the first model combines all items into one latent 

factor. The two-factor model includes one latent variable combining task 

interdependence, autonomy, and task complexity and another latent variable combining 

four project team effectiveness dimensions. The four-factor model includes the combined 

latent variable of project team effectiveness. Lastly, the seven-factor model includes 

seven latent variables of individual constructs. 

Table 8 

Comparison of CFA Results of Measurement Models 

Models χ2 df RMSEA NFI TLI CFI 

One-factor model 2635.551** 377 .148 .440 .435 .475 

Two-factor model1)  2182.691** 376 .133 .536 .546 .580 

Four-factor model2)  1690.221** 371 .114 .641 .664 .693 

Seven-factor model 760.270** 356 .064 .838 .893 .906 

Note. 1) Task interdependence, autonomy, and task complexity combined; project 

efficiency, project creativity, team satisfaction, and growth experience combined; 2) 

project efficiency, project creativity, team satisfaction, and growth experience combined; 

** p < .01 

Table 8 shows the results of the measurement model assessment with the 

goodness-of-fit indices including χ2, RMSEA, the normed fit index (NFI), Tucker-Lewis 

index (TLI), and comparative fit index (CFI). According to the results, the seven-factor 
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model turned out to be the best measurement model. Although latent variables or factor 

scores were not used in the main regression analyses in this study, this result supports the 

internal-structure aspects of validity evidence of the seven measures in the context of 

project teams in healthcare.  

Hierarchical Linear Modeling 

From a multilevel approach, I conducted hierarchical linear modeling (HLM), 

reflecting the nested structure of the data (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002), using HLM 6.08. 

HLM allows researchers to examine the effects of both individual and team level factors 

on team effectiveness from a multilevel perspective (Allen, 2017). In this study, the 

restricted maximum likelihood (REML) approach was employed. From the ML approach, 

because the accuracy of education relies on the entire sample size of level 1 units 

(individuals), a problem with uncertainty about the unknowns becomes more serious 

when the number of level 2 units (project teams) is small and the number of project team 

members is unbalanced. However, this problem can be partially addressed using the 

REML approach (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). The REML especially performs less 

biased estimations than ML (Boedeker, 2017). Thus, given the characteristics of the 

sample, the multilevel models in this study were estimated from the REML approach.  

Intraclass Correlation 

First, an unconditional model, one-way ANOVA with random effects, was 

developed. With the unconditional model, the intraclass correlation (ICC) for each 

project team effectiveness dimension was calculated. ICC describes the portion of the 

total variance that resided between project teams (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). As a 

proportion, the ICC ranges from 0 to 1. Although there is no rule of thumb to interpret the 
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size of ICC, even the ICC value as low as .05 is sufficient enough to employ HLM 

(Allen, 2017; Boedeker, 2017; Kreft & de Leeuw, 1998). The ICC values of the 

dependent variables were confirmed in the preliminary analyses, which is described in 

the results in the next section. The unconditional model and ICC equation are as follows 

(Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002): 

Level 1: 𝑌 𝛽 𝑟  

Level 2: 𝛽 𝛾 𝑢  

ICC ρ  
𝜏

𝜏 𝜎
 

Note that 𝜏  is the variance of level-2 (intercept) residuals, 𝜎  is the variance of level-1 

(within-team) residuals. 

To understand a large impact of a small ICC value, a design effect (DEFF) 

provides information combining the ICC and clustering effect (Huang, 2018). DEFF can 

be calculated as 1 𝑛 1 𝜌. Note that 𝑛  indicates the average size of teams (Huang, 

2018). The rule of DEFF < 2 has been used as the criteria to justify the non-use of 

multilevel approach (Huang, 2018; Lai & Kwok, 2015). However, Lai and Kwok (2015) 

proved the necessity to use multilevel analysis when DEFF ≥ 1.5, if a study is interested 

in level 2 effects. 

As shown in Table 9, a ratio of team-level variance over the total variance in the 

four effectiveness dimensions ranges from .096 to .276. DEFFs ranges from 1.893 to 

3.567. The ICCs and DEFFs support the use of HLM (Allen, 2017; Boedeker, 2017; 

Kreft & de Leeuw, 1998 Lai & Kwok, 2015). Specifically, 20.4% of the total variance in 

project efficiency was explained by the team-level variance and 27.6% of the total 

variance in project creativity was explained by team-level variance. For team satisfaction, 
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the team-level variance accounted for 9.6% of the total variance. Lastly, 18.1% of the 

total variance in growth experience was explained by team-level variance. 

Table 9 

Estimation of Variance Components by Project Team Effectiveness Dimensions 

 
Project 

Efficiency 
Project 

Creativity 
Team 

Satisfaction 
Growth 

Experience 
Random Effects     

Level-2 (𝜏 ) .077 .160 .039 .109 

Level-1 (𝜎 ) .300 .419 .364 .493 

ICC (𝝆  .204 .276 .096 .181 

DEFFs 2.897 3.567 1.893 2.683 

Note. DEFF = Design Effect; **p<.01;  

Multilevel Model Equation 

Building on the unconditional model, I developed and tested five consecutive 

models based on the incremental improvement procedure (Hox, 2010): (1) the control 

model with control variables at the individual and team levels; (2) the linear effects 

model with two expertise diversity variables at the team level and task interdependence; 

(3) the quadratic effect model with a quadratic term of expertise-domain diversity; (4) the 

additional main effects model with autonomy; and (5) the moderating effects model. I 

further developed plots to interpret the significant moderating effects properly. 

Specifically, since autonomy is a continuous variable, I operationalized high- and low-

level autonomy in the plots, depending on the values at +1 and -1 standard deviation 

(SD). The final multilevel model is presented as follows: 
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𝑌 𝛽 𝛽 𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝛽 𝑒𝑑𝑢 𝛽 𝑜𝑟𝑔 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝛽 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟

𝛽 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝛽 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝛽 𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑦 𝛽 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑦 𝑟  

𝛽 𝛾 𝛾 𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝛾 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙 1 𝛾 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙 2

𝛾 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝛾 𝑒𝑥𝑝. 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝐷𝐼 𝛾 𝑒𝑥𝑝. 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝐷𝐼

𝛾 𝑒𝑥𝑝. 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝐷𝐼 𝑢  

𝛽 𝛾  

… 

𝛽 𝛾  

𝛽 𝛾 𝛾 𝑒𝑥𝑝. 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑣. 𝛾 𝑒𝑥𝑝. 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑣.  

𝛽 𝛾  

Note that 𝛾 𝑒𝑥𝑝. 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑣.  was removed from the final model, if the quadratic 

effect becames nonsignificant in Model 3.  

Model Fit and R-square 

For each model, a deviance statistic was used to indicate its relative model fit. The 

lower the deviance value, the better the model fit (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). R2 values 

were also calculated at the individual and team levels using the equations by Snijders and 

Bosker (1999). 𝑅  and 𝑅  explain the variance accounted for the dependent variable by 

individual-level and team-level variables, respectively. In the equation, the restricted 
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indicates the model tested and the unconditional indicates the unconditional model. B 

refers to the average size of project teams (10.3): 

Individual level: 

𝑅 1
𝜎 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝜏 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝜎 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝜏 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙
 

Team level: 

𝑅 1
𝜎 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 /𝐵 𝜏 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝜎 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 /𝐵 𝜏 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙
 

Moderation Analyses 

In the final models, there are two multilevel interaction terms (i.e., expertise 

diversity × individual autonomy) and one single level interaction term (i.e., task 

interdependence × individual autonomy). To minimize multicollinearity issues, the 

following variables were grand-mean-centered: expertise-domain diversity, expertise-

level diversity, task interdependence, and individual autonomy.  

Following identifying significant interactions, I plotted significant interactions by 

+1 standard deviation (SD) and -1 SD of individual autonomy. When theoretically 

meaningful values of moderator are absent, Cohen and Cohen (1983) suggested using 1 

SD above and below the mean as the arbitrary values for plotting. Scholars commonly 

follow this suggestion when plotting interactions between continuous variables (Preacher, 

Curran, & Bauer, 2006). When plotting, the other covariances were 0. For example, when 

plotting the interaction between task interdependence and individual autonomy, the plot 

assumes that individual-level characteristics are male, undergraduate level education, 

average organizational tenure, non-leader, and perceived average task complexity, and 
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team-level characteristics are average team size, pursuing other project goals, average 

project duration, and average expertise-domain and expertise-level diversity indices.  

I further tested these two simple slopes (±1 SD) for significance. To do so, I 

include only two variables and their interaction term. I used SPSS to conduct simple 

slope tests as following steps: 1) recoding individual autonomy to center on the value ±1 

SD from the mean (high and low individual autonomy), 2) running the multiple 

regression including X, high or low individual autonomy, and an interaction term 

between two predictors (Aiken & West, 1991; Preacher et al., 2006).  

Summary 

This chapter described the population, sample, data collection procedures, 

measures, and data analysis. The sample of this study included 50 projects comprised of 

515 individuals from various disciplines and positions. The research data included the 

HR information of these 515 individuals. Two expertise diversity constructs were 

operationalized using the HR information such as roles, titles, and departments. Among 

515 individuals, 274 answered self-report questionnaires including the measures with 

validity evidence for task interdependence, individual autonomy, and project team 

effectiveness. In terms of data analysis, I confirmed no CMV issue in this study using the 

CFA marker technique, assessed measurement models, and tested multicollinearity after 

centering the focal variables. Further, I described HLM for the research models in detail 

including intraclass correlation, a model fit index and R-square of multilevel models, and 

moderation analyses. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

This chapter presents descriptive statistics, correlations, and the results of 

hypothesis testing by applying HLM. The descriptive statistics and correlations provide a 

preliminary understanding of the constructs and the relationships between them. The 

results of the HLM analyses to test the hypotheses are described using each project team 

effectiveness dimension.  

Descriptive Statistics and Correlations 

Prior to testing the hypotheses, I analyzed the descriptive statistics and 

correlations. Table 10 shows the descriptive statistics, correlations, and estimations of 

reliability of the individual-level variables. At the individual level, task interdependence 

was positively related to all four dimensions of project team effectiveness: project 

efficiency (r = .132, p < .05), project creativity (r = .197, p < .01), team satisfaction (r 

= .165, p < .01), and growth experience (r = .244, p < .01). Autonomy also showed 

positive relationships with the same dimensions: project efficiency (r = .163, p < .01), 

project creativity (r = .151, p < .05), team satisfaction (r = .391, p < .01), and growth 

experience (r = .237, p < .01). Task interdependence was also positively related to task 

complexity (r = .380, p < .01), while there was no significant relationship with autonomy 

(r = -.002, p > .05).  
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Table 10 

Descriptive Statistics and Correlations of Individual-level Variables 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1. Female            

2. Education -.067                

3. Org tenure .072 -.044              

4. Leader .055 .178** -.051            

5. Task complexitya -.151* .121* -.129* .096 (.659)        

6. Task IDPa .004 .036 -.024 .137* .380** (.747)      

7. Ind Autonomya .152* .011 .051 .070 -.036 -.002 (.861)     

8. Project efficiency .164** .038 -.039 .049 -.049 .132* .163** (.691)       

9. Project creativity .074 -.012 -.129* .040 .211** .197** .151* .386** (.860)     

10. Team satisfaction .112 .020 .052 .039 -.073 .165** .391** .533** .372** (.909)   

11. Growth Experience .187** -.011 -.068 .128* .150* .244** .237** .420** .619** .511** (.929) 

M .540 .550 16.145 .300 .000 .000 .000 4.356 4.131 4.608 4.254 

SD .499 .499 10.919 .459 .829 .677 .761 .616 .752 .635 .775 

Note. Internal consistency reliabilities are in parentheses; N = 274; a these variables are grand-mean-centered; Task IDP = Task 

interdependence; Ind Autonomy = Individual autonomy; * p < .05; ** p < .01 
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The four project team effectiveness dimensions showed positive and significant 

relationships with each other (r = .372 - .619, p < .01). Specifically, the relationship 

between project creativity and growth experience showed the highest correlation (r 

= .619, p < .01), while the relationship between project creativity and team satisfaction 

showed the lowest correlation (r = .372, p < .01).  

In terms of the relationships of team effectiveness with other control variables, 

females had significantly higher scores on project efficiency (r = .164, p < .01) and 

growth experience (r = .187, p < .01) in their projects than males. Organizational tenure 

was negatively associated with perceived project creativity (r = -.129, p < .05). Leader 

was positively related to growth experience (r = .128, p < .05). Task complexity was 

positively related to project creativity (r = .211, p < .01) and growth experience (r = .150, 

p < .05) 

Table 11 presents the descriptive statistics and correlations for the team-level 

variables. In this analysis, I added four aggregated dependent variables to the team-level 

correlation table, which explains the relationships of team-level independent variables 

with dependent variables. There was only one significant relationship between expertise 

diversity and project team effectiveness. Specifically, expertise-domain diversity was 

negatively related to project creativity (r = -.310, p < .05). Regrading expertise diversity, 

there was a significant and positive relationship between expertise-domain diversity and 

expertise-level diversity (r = .585, p < .01). 

Additionally, team size was positively related to expertise-level diversity (r =.341, 

p < .05), while it was not significantly related to expertise-domain diversity (r = .208, p 

> .05). Team size was negatively associated with project efficiency (r = -.457, p < .01), 
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team satisfaction (r = -.446, p < .01), and growth experience (r = -.332, p < .05). In terms 

of project goals, the projects for quality improvement showed higher average scores for 

project creativity (r =.425, p < .01), team satisfaction (r =.342, p < .05), and growth 

experience (r = -.321, p < .05). Lastly, there was no significant relationship between 

project duration and other variables including project team effectiveness. 
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Table 11 

Descriptive Statistics and Correlations of Team-level Variables 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1. Team size                         

2. Project goal (1)  .175                       

3. Project goal (2) -.265 -.560**                     

4. Project duration -.155 .009 -.013                   

5. Exp-domain DIa .208 .209 -.208 -.080                 

6. Exp-level DIa .341* .193 -.198 -.090 .585**               

7. (Exp-domain DI)2 -.098 -.090 .178 -.023 -.663** -.266             

8. (Exp-level DI)2 -.239 .048 .061 .236 -.239 -.458** .268           

9. Project efficiency -.457** -.155 .218 .024 -.274 -.055 .243 .110         

10. Project creativity -.257 -.186 .425** .241 -.310* -.138 .196 .106 .436**       

11. Team satisfaction -.446** -.116 .342* .127 -.264 -.088 .145 .125 .667** .462**     

12. Growth Experience -.322* -.040 .321* .135 -.126 -.017 .135 .076 .507** .742** .670**   

M 10.300 .320 .400 18.840 .000 .000 .038 .013 4.394 4.115 4.635 4.272 

SD 5.754 .471 .495 12.231 .197 .114 .066 .015 .366 .508 .322 .455 

Note. N = 50; a these variables are grand-mean-centered; Project goal (1) = practice improvement; Project goal (2) = quality 

improvement; Exp-domain DI = expertise-domain diversity; Exp-level DI = expertise-level diversity; * p < .05; ** p < .01
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Hypothesis Testing 

To test the hypotheses, several multilevel models were developed by project team 

effectiveness dimensions. In this section, the results are described for each of the 

dependent variables. For each dependent variable, I analyzed the direct effects of 

expertise diversity and team interdependence (Model 2 & 3), followed by the moderating 

effects of autonomy on the main relationships (Model 5).  

Project Team Effectiveness (1): Project Efficiency 

The first series of multilevel models included project efficiency as a dependent 

variable. In this study, project efficiency is defined as the degree to which project teams 

efficiently accomplish team goals within the designated time and budget. Again, 20.4% 

of the total variance in project efficiency was explained by the team-level. Table 12 

summarizes the multilevel analyses results of project efficiency as the dependent 

variable. 

Table 12 

Multilevel Analyses Results for Project Efficiency 

 Model 1 
(Control) 

Model 2 
(IV) 

Model 3 
(IV-quad) 

Model 4 
(Mod-IV) 

Model 5 
(Interactions) 

Team Level      

(Intercept) 4.311    (.109) 4.312    (.105) 4.296    (.106) 4.327    (.108) 4.330    (.109) 

Team size -.026    (.008) -.026**(.008) -.026**(.008) -.025**(.008) -.023**(.008) 

Team goal (1) -.048    (.129) -.042    (0.13) -.049    (.130) -.032    (.129) -.021    (.129) 

Team goal (2) .023    (.113) -.001    (.113) -.009    (.111) -.012    (.115) .001    (.118) 

Project duration .000    (.003) .000    (.003) .000    (.003) -.001    (.003) -.001    (.003) 

Exp-domain DI  -.637**(.225) -.500    (.400) -.677**(.222) -.680**(.218) 

Exp-level DI  .940*  (.452) .895    (.454) .914*  (.446) .891    (.460) 

(Exp-domain DI)2   .517    (.831)   

Individual Level      

Female .150*  (.067) .146*  (.065) .144*  (.066) .126**(.065) .111    (.063) 
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Education .006    (.071) .016    (.073) .020    (.074) .017    (.072) .010    (.073) 

Org tenure -.002    (.004) -.003    (.004) -.003    (.004) -.003    (.003) -.003    (.003) 

Leader .024    (.082) .019    (.080) .023    (.081) .010    (.081) .013    (.080) 

Task complexity -.007    (.046) -.039    (.047) -.041    (.047) -.036    (.046) -.027    (.045) 

Task IDP  .096    (.061) .095    (.062) .098    (.058) .116*  (.055) 

Ind Autonomy    .106*  (.050) .109*  (.048) 

Interaction      

Exp-domain x IA     -.250    (.238) 

Exp-level x IA     .228    (.521) 

Task IDP x IA     -.154**(.057) 

      

R2      

Individual-level .060 .082 .078 .097 .108 

Team-level .228 .282 .271 .294 .294 

Model Statistics      

Deviance 521.963 516.644 516.406 517.591 513.411 

Note. Values are estimations of fixed effects with robust standard errors; Coefficient 

values are unstandardized; Standard errors are in parentheses; Project goal (1) = practice 

improvement; Project goal (2) = quality improvement; Exp-domain DI = expertise-

domain diversity; Exp-level DI = expertise-level diversity; Task IDP = Task 

interdependence; Ind Autonomy (IA) = Individual autonomy; * p < .05, ** p < .01 

In Model 2, expertise-domain diversity had a negative and significant relationship 

with project efficiency (𝛾 = -.637, p < .01), while expertise-level diversity had a positive 

relationship with project efficiency (𝛾 = .940, p < .05). In Model 3, the quadratic term of 

expertise-domain diversity was added. The quadratic term was not associated with project 

efficiency. Thus, hypothesis 1a describing an inverted U-shaped relationship was not 

supported, but a negative effect of expertise-domain diversity on project efficiency was 

found. In terms of expertise-level diversity, hypothesis 2a was supported. At the 
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individual level, task interdependence was not significantly related to project efficiency 

(𝛾 = .094, p > .05); therefore, hypothesis 3a was not supported. 

Model 5 shows the moderating effects of individual autonomy on the main effects 

of expertise diversity and task interdependence. In hypotheses 4a, 5a, and 6a, individual 

autonomy was expected to moderate these main effects. There was no moderating effect 

of autonomy on the relationship between expertise diversity and project efficiency 

(domain: 𝛾 = -.250, p > .05, level: 𝛾 = .228, p > .05), rejecting hypotheses 4a and 5a. 

However, the relationship between task interdependence and project efficiency was 

negatively moderated by individual autonomy (𝛾 = -.154, p < .01), supporting hypothesis 

6a.  

Additionally, Model 4 includes all independent and control variables. 

Specifically, at the team level, team size showed a negative influence on project 

efficiency (𝛾 = -.025, p < .05). At the individual level, female was positively related to 

project efficiency (𝛾 = .126, p < .01). Autonomy also had a direct positive relationship 

with project efficiency (𝛾 = .106, p < .05). 

Project Team Effectiveness (2): Project Creativity 

The next series of hypotheses are about project creativity. In this study, project 

creativity is defined as the degree to which project teams produce creative outcomes. 

Again, 27.6% of the total variance in project creativity was explained by the team-level 

variance. Table 13 summarizes the multilevel analyses results of project creativity as the 

dependent variable. 
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Table 13 

Multilevel Analyses Results for Project Creativity 

 Model 1 
(Control) 

Model 2 
(IV) 

Model 3 
(IV-quad) 

Model 4 
(Mod-IV) 

Model 5 
(Interactions) 

Team Level      

(Intercept) 3.959    (.142) 3.958    (.140) 3.981    (.144) 3.974    (.144) 3.976    (.133) 

Team size -.011    (.009) -.007    (.009) -.007    (.009) -.006    (.009) -.003    (.009) 

Team goal (1) -.009    (.166) .007    (.160) .018    (.161) .019    (.160) .052    (.151) 

Team goal (2) .341*  (.161) .304    (.156) .316    (.160) .292    (.161) .331*  (.155) 

Project duration .009*  (.004) .009*  (.004) .009*  (.004) .008    (.004) .008    (.004) 

Exp-domain DI  -.735*  (.303) -.934*  (.436) -.782**(.290) -.784**(.265) 

Exp-level DI  .551    (.561) .621    (.566) .525    (.539) .562    (.495) 

(Exp-domain DI)2   -.744    (.876)   

Individual Level      

Female .133*  (.063) .128*  (.061) .130*  (.060) .105    (.064) .085    (.063) 

Education -.064    (.084) -.043    (.085) -.047    (.086) -.043    (.082) -.074    (.076) 

Org tenure -.008*  (.004) -.008*  (.004) -.008*  (.004) -.008*  (.004) -.010*  (.004) 

Leader .007    (.085) -.001    (.086) -.005    (.086) -.012    (.086) -.012    (.085) 

Task complexity .132*  (.061) .108    (.072) .111    (.070) .111    (.070) .141*  (.068) 

Task IDP  .101    (.069) .102    (.069) .103    (.068) .123    (.064) 

Ind Autonomy    .124**(.046) .124**(.038) 

Interaction      

Exp-domain x IA     .121    (.208) 

Exp-level x IA     -.606    (.448) 

Task IDP x IA     -.240**(.048) 

      

R2      

Individual-level .123 .138 .134 .149 .190 

Team-level .317 .349 .338 .350 .440 

Model Statistics      

Deviance 610.129 605.341 604.543 606.017 596.191 

Note. Values are estimations of fixed effects with robust standard errors; Coefficient 

values are unstandardized; Standard errors are in parentheses; Project goal (1) = practice 

improvement; Project goal (2) = quality improvement; Exp-domain DI = expertise-
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domain diversity; Exp-level DI = expertise-level diversity; Task IDP = Task 

interdependence; Ind Autonomy (IA) = Individual autonomy; * p < .05, ** p < .01 

According to Model 2, expertise-domain diversity had a negative and significant 

relationship with project creativity (𝛾 = -.735, p < .05), rejecting hypothesis 1b, which 

proposed a positive relationship. Expertise-level diversity had no significant relationship 

with project creativity (𝛾 = .551, p > .05); thus, hypothesis 2b was not supported. At the 

individual level, task interdependence was not significantly related to project creativity (𝛾 

= .101, p > .05), which rejects hypothesis 3b. Note that although I did not propose a 

quadratic relationship of expertise diversity with project creativity, the quadratic term of 

expertise-diversity diversity was added. According to Model 3, the quadratic term was 

not associated with project creativity.  

Model 5 shows the moderating effects of individual autonomy on the main effects 

of expertise diversity and task interdependence on project creativity. There was no 

moderating effect of individual autonomy on the relationship between expertise diversity 

and project creativity (domain: 𝛾 = .121, p > .05, level: 𝛾 = -.606, p > .05), rejecting 

hypotheses 4b and 5b. However, the relationship between task interdependence and 

project creativity was negatively moderated by individual autonomy (𝛾 = -.240, p < .01), 

supporting hypothesis 6b.  

Additionally, according to Model 4, organizational tenure was negatively 

associated with project creativity (𝛾 = -.008, p < .05). Autonomy had a direct positive 

relationship with project creativity (𝛾 = .124, p < .01). 
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Project Team Effectiveness (3): Team Satisfaction 

In this study, team satisfaction is defined as the degree to which a team member is 

satisfied with a project team and other members in the team. According to ICC, 9.6% of 

the total variance in team satisfaction was explained by the team-level variance. Table 14 

summarizes the multilevel analyses results for team satisfaction as the dependent 

variable. 

Table 14 

Multilevel Analyses Results for Team Satisfaction 

 Model 1 
(Control) 

Model 2 
(IV) 

Model 3 
(IV-quad) 

Model 4 
(Mod-IV) 

Model 5 
(Interactions) 

Team Level      

(Intercept) 4.475    (.111) 4.485    (.108) 4.496    (.106) 4.529    (.082) 4.514    (.076) 

Team size -.021**(.005) -.019**(.006) -.019**(.006) -.016**(.005) -.012    (.007) 

Team goal (1) .099    (.097) .089    (.096) .094    (.102) .118    (.074) .155*  (.077) 

Team goal (2) .204*  (.095) .174    (.094) .180    (.099) .138    (.082) .168*  (.083) 

Project duration .003    (.003) .003    (.002) .003    (.002) .001    (.002) .001    (.002) 

Exp-domain DI  -.434*  (.207) -.531    (.361) -.540**(.192) -.524**(.174) 

Exp-level DI  .700*  (.350) .732*  (.352) .593    (.327) .513    (.316) 

(Exp-domain DI)2   -.354    (.822)   

Individual Level      

Female .098    (.067) .089    (.065) .090    (.066) .023    (.063) -.008    (.059) 

Education -.012    (.076) .001    (.078) -.002    (.079) .009    (.067) .002    (.059) 

Org tenure .004    (.004) .003    (.004) .003    (.004) .003    (.003) .002    (.003) 

Leader .016    (.066) .006    (.064) .004    (.065) -.025    (.064) -.004    (.062) 

Task complexity -.057    (.054) -.108    (.062) -.106    (.063) -.097    (.054) -.074    (.044) 

Task IDP  .157*  (.078) .158*  (.079) .166**(.062) .190**(.050) 

Ind Autonomy    .310**(.055) .312**(.037) 

Interaction      

Exp-domain x IA     -.030    (.142) 

Exp-level x IA     .657    (.382) 

Task IDP x IA     -.324**(.051) 
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R2      

Individual-level .058 .081 .076 .215 .291 

Team-level .367 .381 .357 .498 .457 

Model Statistics      

Deviance 552.677 545.804 545.959 510.068 481.458 

Note. Values are estimations of fixed effects with robust standard errors; Coefficient 

values are unstandardized; Standard errors are in parentheses; Project goal (1) = practice 

improvement; Project goal (2) = quality improvement; Exp-domain DI = expertise-

domain diversity; Exp-level DI = expertise-level diversity; Task IDP = Task 

interdependence; Ind Autonomy (IA) = Individual autonomy; * p < .05, ** p < .01 

According to Model 2, at the individual level, task interdependence was 

significantly related to team satisfaction (𝛾 = .157, p < .05), which supports hypothesis 

3c. At the team level, expertise-domain diversity had a negative relationship with team 

satisfaction (𝛾 = -.434, p < .05), while expertise-level diversity had a positive relationship 

with team satisfaction (𝛾 = .700, p < .05). In terms of expertise-level diversity, hypothesis 

2c was supported. In Model 3, the quadratic term of expertise-domain diversity were 

added. The result shows that the quadratic term was not associated with team satisfaction. 

Thus, hypothesis 1c proposing an inverted U-shaped relationship was not supported, but a 

negative effect of expertise-domain diversity on team satisfaction was found.  

Model 5 shows the moderating effects of individual autonomy on the main effects 

of expertise diversity and task interdependence on team satisfaction. There was no 

moderating effect of individual autonomy on the relationship between expertise diversity 

and team satisfaction (domain: 𝛾 = -.030, p > .05, level: 𝛾 = .657, p > .05), rejecting 

hypotheses 4c and 5c. However, the relationship between task interdependence and team 
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satisfaction was negatively moderated by individual autonomy (𝛾 = -.324, p < .01), 

supporting hypothesis 6c.  

Additionally, according to Model 4 with all independent and control variables, 

team size showed a negative influence on team satisfaction (𝛾 = -.016, p < .01). At the 

individual level, autonomy was negatively associated with team satisfaction (𝛾 = .310, p 

< .01). 

Project Team Effectiveness (4): Growth Experience 

In this study, growth experience is defined as the team members’ perceptions of 

whether participating in project teams contributes to their learning and growth. According 

to ICC, 18.1% of the total variance in growth experience was explained by the team-level 

variance. 

Table 15 

Multilevel Analyses Results for Growth Experience  

 Model 1 
(Control) 

Model 2 
(IV) 

Model 3 
(IV-quad) 

Model 4 
(Mod-IV) 

Model 5 
(Interactions) 

Team Level      

(Intercept) 3.963**(.106) 3.980**(.103) 3.977(0.103) 4.007**(.094) 3.997**(.094) 

Team size -.018**(.005) -.018*  (.007) -0.018(0.007) -.016*  (.008) -.014    (.009) 

Team goal (1) .170    (.119) .153    (.119) 0.151(0.12) .171    (.111) .197    (.111) 

Team goal (2) .299*  (.135) .271*  (.135) 0.269(0.138) .251    (.132) .269*  (.126) 

Project duration .006    (.003) .006    (.003) 0.006(0.003) .005    (.003) .005    (.003) 

Exp-domain DI  -.392    (.296) -0.374(0.409) -.461    (.281) -.436    (.269) 

Exp-level DI  .906    (.660) 0.901(0.679) .851    (.635) .801    (.613) 

(Exp-domain DI)2   0.074(0.852)   

Individual Level      

Female .276**(.083) .268**(.078) 0.267(0.079) .231**(.081) .218**(.081) 

Education -.094   (.078) -.091    (.082) -0.089(0.083) -.090    (.082) -.099    (.081) 

Org tenure -.004    (.004) -.004    (.004) -0.004(0.004) -.004    (.004) -.005    (.004) 

Leader .144*  (.074) .133    (.071) 0.134(0.071) .115    (.075) .124    (.075) 
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Task complexity .113*  (.055) .057    (.053) 0.055(0.052) .064    (.050) .081    (.050) 

Task IDP  .164*  (.065) 0.164(0.065) .169**(.057) .179**(.055) 

Ind Autonomy    .191**(.062) .191**(.059) 

Interaction      

Exp-domain x IA     .185    (.220) 

Exp-level x IA     .172    (.629) 

Task IDP x IA     -.156*  (.071) 

      

R2      

Individual-level .114 .130 .124 .166 .177 

Team-level .390 .408 .385 .457 .510 

Model Statistics      

Deviance 637.503 631.276 631.029 626.064 622.152 

Note. Values are estimations of fixed effects with robust standard errors; Coefficient 

values are unstandardized; Standard errors are in parentheses; Project goal (1) = practice 

improvement; Project goal (2) = quality improvement; Exp-domain DI = expertise-

domain diversity; Exp-level DI = expertise-level diversity; Task IDP = Task 

interdependence; Ind Autonomy (IA) = Individual autonomy; * p < .05, ** p < .01 

According to Model 2, at the individual level, task interdependence was 

significantly related to growth experience (𝛾 = .164, p < .05), which supports hypothesis 

3d. At the team level, expertise-domain diversity (𝛾 = -.392, p > .05) and expertise-level 

diversity (𝛾 = .906, p > .05) had no significant relationship with growth experience. In 

Model 3, the result shows that the quadratic term of expertise-domain diversity was not 

associated with project efficiency. Thus, hypotheses 1d and 2d were not supported.  

Model 5 shows the moderating effects of individual autonomy on the main effects 

of expertise diversity and task interdependence on growth experience. There was no 

moderating effect of individual autonomy on the relationship between expertise diversity 

and growth experience (domain: 𝛾 =.185, p > .05, level: 𝛾 = .172, p > .05), rejecting 
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hypotheses 4d and 5d. However, the relationship between task interdependence and 

growth experience was negatively moderated by individual autonomy (𝛾 = -.156, p 

< .05), supporting hypothesis 6d.  

Additionally, according to Model 4 with all independent and control variables, 

team size showed a negative influence on growth experience (𝛾 = -.016, p < .01). At the 

individual level, autonomy was negatively associated with growth experience (𝛾 = .191, p 

< .01). 

Moderating Effects of Individual Autonomy 

As these results show, individual autonomy significantly and negatively 

moderated the relationships between task interdependence and all four dimensions of 

project team effectiveness. Figure 5 depicts the moderating effects of individual 

autonomy. In Figure 5, in order to clearly understand the moderating effects, two lines 

were depicted by the level of autonomy. High autonomy refers to the value of +1 

standard deviation (.761) and low autonomy refers to the value of -1 standard deviation 

(-.761). Note that since individual autonomy was centered, the mean was 0. As shown in 

Figure 5, as individual autonomy becomes stronger, the positive relationship between 

task interdependence and project team effectiveness becomes weaker. Specifically, 

except for growth experience, the relationship of task interdependence with project team 

effectiveness becomes negative for high individual autonomy (solid line). 
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Figure 5. Moderating effects of autonomy on the relationship between task interdependence and project team effectiveness.  
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Table 16 shows the results from simple slope tests about the interactions between 

task interdependence and individual autonomy in predicting each project team 

dimensions. According to the simple slope tests, the positive influences of task 

interdependence on project team effectiveness were significant when individual 

autonomy was low. Under the high individual autonomy, task interdependence was 

positively related to only growth experience.  

Table 16 

Results from Simple Slope Tests (Task Interdependence × Individual Autonomy) 

 Project 
Efficiency 

Project 
Creativity 

Team 
Satisfaction 

Growth 
Experience 

High Individual 
Autonomy 

    

(Intercept) 4.456**(.051) 4.243**(.061) 4.855**(.047) 4.436**(.062) 

Task IDP -.006    (.068) .059    (.082) -.066    (.062) .174*  (.083) 

Ind Autonomy .131**(.047) .148**(.057) .324**(.043) .241**(.058) 

Task IDP x IA -.196**(.064) -.247**(.078) -.341**(.059) -.163**(.078) 

Low Individual 
Autonomy 

    

(Intercept) 4.256**(.051) 4.018**(.061) 4.361**(.047) 4.070**(.062) 

Task IDP .292**(.077) .435**(.093) .452**(.071) .422**(.094) 

Ind Autonomy .131**(.047) .148**(.057) .324**(.043) .241**(.058) 

Task IDP x IA -.196**(.064) -.247**(.078) -.341**(.059) -.163**(.078) 

Note. Coefficient values are unstandardized; Standard errors are in parentheses; Task IDP 

= Task Interdependence; IA = Individual Autonomy 

Summary 

This chapter presented the results of this study. Descriptive statistics and 

correlations of variables were first described by individual and team levels. Second, 

according to intraclass correlations (ICCs) of the project team effectiveness dimensions, 
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20.4%, 27.6%, 9.6%, and 18.1% of the total variances in project efficiency of project 

creativity, team satisfaction, and growth experience, respectively were accounted for in 

team-level variances.  

To test the hypotheses, hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) was employed by four 

project team effectiveness dimensions. First, focusing on the direct effects of expertise 

diversity and task interdependence on project team effectiveness, the results determined 

the negative relationship of expertise-domain diversity and the positive relationship of 

expertise-level diversity with project efficiency. Task interdependence was not related to 

project efficiency. Second, expertise-domain diversity was negatively related to project 

creativity. However, expertise-level diversity and task interdependence were not 

associated with project creativity. Third, expertise-domain diversity was negatively 

related to team satisfaction, while expertise-level diversity was positively related. Task 

interdependence was further positively associated with team satisfaction. Fourth, 

expertise-domain diversity and expertise-level diversity were not related to growth 

experience. However, task interdependence had a positive influence on growth 

experience.  

In terms of the moderating effect of individual autonomy, it negatively moderated 

the positive relationships between task interdependence and all four project team 

effectiveness dimensions. These significant interaction effects of task interdependence 

and individual autonomy were depicted in Figure 5. However, there was no interaction 

effect of individual autonomy and expertise diversity on project team effectiveness.  
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND CONCLUSION 

This chapter discusses the results of this study. Theoretical and practical 

implications of the findings are discussed, followed by the limitations of this study. 

Lastly, the conclusion of this study is presented.  

Discussion 

To summarize, this study shows the negative effects of expertise-domain diversity 

and the positive effects of expertise-level diversity on project team effectiveness. Task 

interdependence was positively related to individual-level effectiveness dimensions, team 

satisfaction, and growth experience. Further, individual autonomy negatively moderated 

the relationships between task interdependence and project team effectiveness. Table 17 

shows the directions and significance of the hypothesized effects. The findings of this 

study should be interpreted with caution considering the context of this study and the 

relatively small sample size. Specifically, this study was conducted in the context of 

project teams in healthcare.  

Table 17 

Summary of Hypothesized Associations 

 Project 
Efficiency 

Project 
Creativity 

Team 
Satisfaction 

Growth 
Experience 

Team Level     
Expertise-domain diversity (-)** (-)** (-)** ns 
Expertise-level diversity (+)* ns (+)* ns 

Individual Level     
Task interdependence ns ns (+)* (+)* 

Interaction     
Expertise-domain diversity x IA ns ns ns ns 
Expertise-level diversity x IA ns ns ns ns 
Task interdependence x IA (-)** (-)** (-)** (-)* 

Note. IA = Individual autonomy; *p<.05, **p<.01 
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Overall, the findings of this study advance the understanding of the expertise 

diversity influences on project teams and team members. The negative and positive 

influences of expertise-domain diversity and expertise-level diversity, respectively, 

support the need for the detailed conceptualization of expertise diversity. The negative 

interactions between task interdependence and individual autonomy illustrate a trade-off 

relationship between two constructs, and provide an insight into the best combination of 

them for project success. In terms of project team effectiveness, the different mechanisms 

by each effectiveness dimensions support the importance of the multidimensional concept 

to understand project success. 

Expertise-Domain Diversity and Project Team Effectiveness 

The findings of this study first revealed the negative influences of expertise-

domain diversity on project team effectiveness, especially on project efficiency, 

creativity, and satisfaction. This finding supports arguments from the social 

categorization perspective (Hogg & Terry, 2000; Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Turner et al., 

1987). Therefore, this study implies that homogeneous teams in terms of disciplines are 

better than heterogeneous teams, in the context of project teams in healthcare; the costs of 

the heterogeneity overweight its benefits. To understand the finding, the context of 

project teams in this study should be taken into consideration. In this study, most project 

members had their own roles and responsibilities in the organization, besides working for 

their projects. Because they had their original routine tasks in the organization, it may be 

difficult for project team members to put extra time and effort into their project. 

Moreover, the limited time period of project teams may also make it difficult for team 

members to take advantage of interactions with experts from various disciplines. Thus, 
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project team members may lack the time and motivation to take advantage of expertise-

domain diversity in their projects.  

Regarding efficiency, the findings of this study imply that having various 

professionals from different areas leads to conflict and additional processes in projects. 

There is a difference in an approach to tasks and projects among different disciplines 

(Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 2002; Cronin & Weingart, 2007), which hampers the efficiency 

of projects. Although Van der Vegt and Bunderson (2005) showed a curvilinear effect of 

expertise-domain diversity on team performance in multidisciplinary teams, the current 

study evidently determined its negative effect on the efficiency of project teams. 

Interestingly, this study also determined the negative effect of expertise-domain 

diversity on project creativity, which is a counter-intuitive result. This finding supports 

that the possibility of failure in unlocking diversity’s potential for project creativity. In 

previous studies, scholars have argued that conflict from differences in areas may be 

constructive for creative team outcomes (Farh et al., 2010; Shin et al., 2012), based on the 

information/decision-making perspective. However, expertise-domain diversity does not 

guarantee project creativity. For example, Hoever, Van Knippenberg, Van Ginkel, and 

Barkema (2012) determined perspective taking is a key to maximizing the benefits of 

expertise-domain diversity through information elaboration. Perspective taking is defined 

as the process of understainding others’ perspectives including cognitive reactions, the 

way of thinking, and arguments (Galinsky, Ku, & Wang, 2005; Tjosvold & Johnson, 

1977). Including perspective taking, this study asks scholars to further explore 

contingencies to maximize the benefits of expertise diversity and minimize its costs. 
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At the individual level, the negative relationship between expertise-domain 

diversity and team satisfaction can be explained by affective conflict in communicating 

and collaborating with other professionals from different areas. Team conflict can be 

categorized into cognitive conflict (i.e., task conflict) and affective conflict (i.e., 

relationship conflict) (Amason, 1996; Jehn, 1997). Compared to cognitive conflict, which 

is related to a functional and task-related disagreement, scholars have evidently 

determined that affective conflict derived from emotional disagreements has a negative 

influence on individuals and teams (De Wit, Greer, & Jehn, 2012). Because many 

participants of this study joined projects as additional work, expertise-domain diversity 

may aggravate the participants’ burden and further lead to affective conflict in project 

teams. This interpretation is consistent with the contribution of slack time as a capacity-

enhancing condition to projects (Haas, 2006). 

In addition, the non-significant relationship with growth experience implies not 

only the negative effect of expertise-domain diversity buy also its positive influence on 

individuals’ learning and development during their projects. In other words, although 

having various disciplines in a project team has a negative effect on individuals and 

teams, participants can learn and develop through the project experience. Unlike the 

influences on other dimensions, this positive aspect of expertise-domain diversity may 

neutralize the negative effect on participants, in terms of growth experience. 

Expertise-Level Diversity and Project Team Effectiveness 

Expertise-level diversity was positively related to project team effectiveness, 

especially project efficiency and team satisfaction. The negative effect of expertise-

domain diversity and the positive effect of expertise-level diversity, in this study, are 
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consistent with the finding by Yeh and Chou (2005). Specifically, Yeh and Chou (2005) 

determined a negative effect of functional diversity and a positive effect of positional 

diversity on team satisfaction.  

The current study operationalizes expertise-level diversity as the diversity of 

organizational positions and roles. This operationalization implies the differences in 

power and authority among team members. These differences can reduce team conflict 

and lead to effective communication in project teams (Yeh & Chou, 2005). Expertise-

level diversity can also enhance the efficiency of decision making during a project, which 

may be more important for project teams with a limited time period (i.e., temporary 

teams) than for permanent teams.  

However, there was no significant relationship of expertise-level diversity with 

project creativity and growth experience. This can be interpreted by the trade-off 

relationship between efficiency and learning/creativity. The speedy and efficient decision 

making could impede creativity in project teams because the time and resources are 

constrained. Some scholars have determined a negative relationship of constrained 

resources with creativity (Oldham & Cummings, 1996; Baer & Oldham, 2006). Others 

have found positive effects of the scarcity of time and resources (Baker & Nelson, 2005; 

Hirst, Van Knippenberg & Zhou, 2009). In addition, expertise-level diversity can provide 

project teams with various perspectives and experiences based on their roles and 

positions. The diversity of perspectives can be both negatively and positively related to 

learning/creativity in project teams based on the social categorization and 

information/decision-making perspectives. 
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Task Interdependence and Project Team Effectiveness 

Interestingly, task interdependence was positively related to individual-level 

effectiveness dimensions only: team satisfaction and growth experience. In other words, 

organizing tasks in a project team is an important project team design factor for the 

success of project participants. Van der Vegt, Emans, and Van De Vliert (2000) showed 

that various types of interdependencies influence team effectiveness differently. 

Relatedly, according to the current study, task interdependence is related to each project 

team effectiveness dimensions differently.  

Task interdependence has a positive effect on collaboration, communication and 

knowledge sharing (Choi & Cho, 2019; Ortega et al., 2010; Van den Bossche et al., 

2006). These are important mechanisms that positively affect individual satisfaction and 

growth experience (Hoegl & Gemuenden, 2001; Choi & Cho, 2019). When task 

interdependence is high, project team members learn and develop more as they address 

the complex issues in collaboration with other professionals, which seems to lead to their 

high satisfaction with the project experience.  

Task interdependence, however, showed no significant influence on project 

efficiency and project creativity. I argue that there may be other task design factors that 

foster the efficiency and creativity of projects. For instance, previous studies have 

suggested that clear goals (e.g., Simon, 2006) and team autonomy (e.g., Bourgault et al., 

2008) enhance project efficiency and creativity. Relatedly, this study included individual 

autonomy as a moderator that influences the relationship between task interdependence 

and project team effectiveness.  
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Individual Autonomy as a Moderator 

Individual autonomy negatively moderated the relationships between task 

interdependence and project team effectiveness. The negative interactions were 

significantly related to all aspects of project team effectiveness. The positive effects of 

task interdependence on project teams are strengthened when team members have limited 

freedom and authority in their decision making. The finding supports that there are better 

combinations of task interdependence and individual autonomy. Because both concepts 

are interdependent, there are four combinations of the two: high-high, high-low, low-

high, and low-low (Langfred, 2007). The findings of this study indicated that the high-

low and low-high combinations are better than the other two, which is consistent with 

previous studies (Langfred, 2007; Sprigg et al., 2000). 

According to the simple slope tests, the positive influences of task 

interdependence on project team effectiveness were significant when individual 

autonomy was low. If team members have a high degree of freedom in performing their 

tasks, task interdependence has no significant influence on project teams. The finding 

further implies the appropriate condition (e.g., low individual autonomy) for maximizing 

the benefits of task interdependence to project teams. However, for team members’ 

growth experience, task interdependence showed a positive effect even when individual 

autonomy was high. Mutual interdependence among team members stimulates them to 

learn others’ knowledge and perspectives in a project team. Team members with high 

autonomy in performing their tasks may engage in learning about others in a project team 

due to task interdependence; however, they may not use what they learn in performing 

their tasks. The missing link between learning and using explains the non-significant high 
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individual autonomy slopes related to project efficiency, project creativity, and team 

satisfaction. 

In addition, the effects of expertise diversity on project team effectiveness were 

not moderated by individual autonomy. Perceived freedom in performing individual tasks 

was not associated with the relationship of expertise diversity and project team 

effectiveness. This finding implies that allowing freedom in performing tasks does not 

automatically stimulate team members to realize a breath of resources from experts in 

their project teams. They may search for information from more familiar sources. The 

familiar sources can exist outside of their project teams. Therefore, this study suggests 

future research investigating other contingencies directly related to interactions among 

team members (e.g., psychological safety) to influence the effects of expertise diversity.  

Implications 

The findings of this study advance the understanding of successful project teams 

in multiple ways. Along with theoretical implications, future research is also suggested. I 

further describe the practical implications of this study. 

Theoretical Implications 

First, this study contributes to the literature of project team effectiveness by 

providing empirical evidence of “why we define different aspects of project team 

effectiveness.” The findings of this study elucidate various mechanisms of successful 

project teams depending on the different dimensions of project outcomes. In other words, 

what factors are important for success depends on how the success of a project is defined. 

The constitution of team effectiveness has become more complex by including multiple 

criteria that has evolved over time (Mathieu et al., 2008). Previous research on project 
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teams has defined outcomes with an emphasis on efficiency, creativity, and/or 

satisfaction (e.g., Ford & Sullivan, 2004; Keller, 2001; Sanchez & Terlizzi, 2017). In 

addition to these effectiveness criteria, the current study provides an insight into learning 

and growth as an independent dimension to evaluate project team effectiveness. Although 

a few scholars have emphasized learning and growth of team members as an outcome in 

the team literature (e.g., Hackman, 2002), project management literature has focused less 

on the learning and development aspects at the individual level (Kramer et al., 2015). 

Second, this study contributes to team diversity by sophisticating the 

operationalization of diversity from an interdisciplinary perspective. Research on 

expertise diversity has mainly focused on the various combinations of different 

disciplines, but has focused less on different expertise levels of team members. However, 

this study revealed that expertise-domain diversity and expertise-level diversity influence 

project teams differently. The different effects imply the need for a more sophisticated 

approach to expertise diversity considering both the disciplines and levels of team 

members.  

Specifically, this study provides empirical evidence of the negative effect of 

expertise-domain diversity on project teams and team members. This evidence further 

implies that the social categorization perspective is more adequate in explaining the 

influence of expertise-domain diversity in the context of project teams than the 

information/decision-making perspective. Although many previous studies have taken an 

information/decision-making approach, the social categorization perspective still 

provides important insights into understanding project teams with limited resources and 
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time. Future research needs to explore contextual factors that mitigate this negative effect 

of domain expertise diversity. 

In terms of expertise-level diversity, different positions and titles in an 

organization should be considered to better understand an effective combination of team 

members for a successful project. This study specifically provides empirical evidence of 

the benefit of heterogeneity regarding the organizational positions of team members. In 

particular, in a project team context, a difference in power and authority among team 

members can be beneficial. Based on this finding, I further propose the simplified 

argument presented in Figure 6: collaboration between B and C is better than 

collaboration between A and B because of the different expertise levels between B and C. 

Although this argument is over-simplified, it highlights the need for further exploration 

of the power and authority of individuals from different research disciplines in 

interdisciplinary teams.  

 

Figure 6. Example of different expertise disciplines and levels 
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Third, individual autonomy is a contingency of the influence of task 

interdependence. Task interdependence is positively related to individuals in project 

teams. However, it does not always lead to project success in terms of efficiency and 

creativity. In other words, communication and collaboration based on task 

interdependence contribute to individuals, but there are more elaborate conditions for 

project-level success. In this respect, low individual autonomy amplifies the positive 

influence of task interdependence on project teams. 

This study also found that both task interdependence and individual autonomy 

positively influence project teams independently. The finding empirically proves the 

theoretical distinction between task interdependence and individual autonomy, which 

supports the integrated theory of job design (Kiggundu, 1981, 1983). The negative 

interactions between these two variables further imply a trade-off relationship. Therefore, 

further research is needed on a three-way interaction including a third factor that 

moderates the negative interaction of task interdependence and individual autonomy. 

Research on this third factor can help identify how to simultaneously maximize the 

benefits of both task interdependence and individual autonomy.  

Practical Implications 

The results of this study also have numerous practical implications for HR 

practitioners, project managers, and leaders. First, this study provides specific 

information about building project teams. This study indicates that diverse disciplines do 

not necessarily lead to project success. Rather, this study demonstrates that heterogeneity 

can have a negative influence on project teams, even on creative performance, contrary to 
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the expectation for expertise diversity. Therefore, the findings of this study emphasize 

appropriate interventions to minimize the costs of expertise diversity. 

The findings of the current study also emphasize the need for clarity of power and 

authority among individuals for project success. In successful project teams, team 

members should clearly understand their roles in the project. Project managers should 

build an efficient and systematic decision-making process, especially in project teams 

comprised of individuals with similar positions and ranks in the organization.  

Mutual interdependence seems to benefit project team members regarding their 

satisfaction and growth experience throughout a project. However, in this study, the 

positive influence is limited to individuals. Thus, project managers should consider 

individual authority in a project team so task interdependence can also contribute to the 

project. Given the tradeoff relationship between task interdependence and individual 

autonomy, high task interdependence-low individual autonomy or low-high task design is 

suggested.  

Lastly, the findings suggest that project managers and HR practitioners should 

take into account the growth experience of project team members. Individual growth and 

development not only contribute to organizations but also build internal motivation to 

participate in future projects. The findings of this study also reveal that growth 

experience is affected by how tasks are designed rather than the combination of abilities 

on a team.  

Limitations 

The current study has several limitations that should be discussed. First, regarding 

generalizability, the context of this study is limited to project teams in healthcare. 
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Therefore, the results of this study should be interpreted with caution. Specifically, 

according to the director (MD) and the senior advisor (PhD) who cooperated with this 

study, the targeted organization in this study has a relatively hierarchical culture. The 

type of culture may have influenced the positive effect of expertise-level diversity on 

individuals and project teams. In addition, employees show a high level of satisfaction 

with this organization; the high satisfaction of employees may influence the results of this 

study. In this study, the mean values of project team effectiveness dimensions are 

relatively high, ranging between 4.131 and 4.608. Therefore, empirical studies on project 

team design and effectiveness in other organizations are needed. 

A second potential limitation relates to the sample size of this study. This study 

includes 50 teams from one organization. The number of teams in this study is relatively 

small to analyze multilevel models including quadratic effects and multilevel 

interactions. Both can cause multicollinearity. Although the current study addressed this 

issue, if the sample size is increased, multicollinearity becomes less problematic 

(MacCallum & Mar, 1995). It is difficult to recruit a larger number of project teams at 

any given organization. To collect comprehensive team data, a researcher needs to secure 

a full list of project teams with the consent of project leaders and/or project managers. 

Taking the first and second limitation together, I suggest future research involving a large 

number of project teams from multiple organizations. 

 Third, the operationalization and quantification of expertise diversity have 

inevitable limitations. In particular, the indexes of expertise diversity do not fully reflect 

the reality of project teams. A project team with three nurses, one IT specialist, and one 

cardiologist experiences different dynamics compared to a team with three cardiologists, 
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one nurse, and one IT specialist. However, both teams have the same value in terms of 

expertise-domain diversity. In addition, the process of quantifying expertise-domain 

diversity cannot reflect the distance between disciplines. The distance between HR and 

cardiology may be larger than between anesthesiology and cardiology. Furthermore, in 

general, physicians have more power and authority in a healthcare organization than 

other positions. However, because this study operationalized individual positions equally 

as a category, the difference in positions was not fully reflected. To overcome this 

limitation, scholars should conduct further studies on perceived diversity. From a 

subjective perspective, the perception of diversity reflects the multiple identities of 

individuals in a comprehensive manner (Harrison & Klein, 2007; Shemla, Meyer, Greer, 

& Jehn, 2016). However, in the team diversity literature, some empirical evidence has 

suggested that perceived diversity explains more than objective approaches (Harrison, 

Price, Gavin, & Florey, 2002; Riordan & Wayne, 2008).  

Fourth, this study only includes the specific aspects of interdependence and 

autonomy, leading to a limited understanding of the interaction between task 

interdependence and individual autonomy. This study found a negative interaction 

between the two, but both concepts are multidimensional and multilevel constructs. To 

better understand the relationship between the two constructs, this study calls for further 

comprehensive research including task/outcome interdependence and individual/team 

autonomy. Relatedly, Van der Vegt et al. (2000) determined that a high-high match 

between task interdependence and outcome interdependence was better than a low-high 

or high-low matches.  
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Conclusion 

Project teams become more important to address complex and unfamiliar 

problems and build sustainable organizations (Bakker et al., 2013; Ford & Sullivan, 

2004). When a project team is designed, two aspects need to be considered: what should 

be the composition of the team and how to organize the team members’  tasks (Stewart, 

2006). First, successfully managing different experts within a limited period is a 

challenge for project teams. Heterogeneity regarding expertise has a double-edged sword 

effect based on two competing perspectives, the social categorization and 

information/decision-making perspectives (Van Knippenberg & Schnippers, 2007; 

Williams & O’Reilly, 1998). This study advances the understanding of the effect of 

expertise diversity on projects and team members by differentiating expertise-domain 

diversity from expertise-level diversity. This study demonstrates the negative effects of 

expertise-domain diversity and the positive effects of expertise-level diversity, which 

suggests further research using the more sophisticated conceptualization of team diversity 

about expertise. 

Based on the integrated theory of job design, this study about expertise diversity 

includes two variables related to how team members relate to others in their project 

teams. Specifically, task interdependence and individual autonomy were embraced as an 

independent variable and a moderator in this study’s research model, respectively. This 

comprehensive model incorporates the team diversity theories and the integrated theory 

of job design into project team research. Further, this study demonstrates the negative 

interaction of both variables, which contributes to a better understanding of successful 

project team design. 
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In addition, this study contributes to project team research and practices by 

defining project team effectiveness, including project efficiency, project creativity, team 

satisfaction, and growth experience. Influential factors vary depending on how project 

team effectiveness is defined (Mir & Pinnington, 2014). Especially, growth experience 

provides a unique insight into assessing project success. 
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Original and Revised Questionnaire items 

 Original Items Revised Items 
TP1 The products from our project team meet the 

intended functional requirements. 
Our project team met the intended goals and 
objectives. 

TP2 The overall quality of the completed products is 
high. 

The overall quality of the project outcome is 
high. 

TP3 The project was completed within budget. The project was completed within budget. 

TP4 The project was completed within schedule. The project was completed within scheduled 
timeframe. 

PC1 This project created an interesting 
insight/idea/reference that is not a derivative of 
existing work. 

This project created an interesting insight/idea 
that is completely new. 

PC2 This project helped solve old problems more 
effectively by integrating new ideas and 
techniques 

This project helped solve old problems more 
effectively by integrating new ideas and 
techniques. 

PC3 This project addresses an important issue in our 
organization with the use and/or integration of 
new ideas and techniques 

This project addressed an important issue in our 
organization with the use and/or integration of 
new ideas and techniques. 

PC4 Overall, this project produced a very original 
product. 

Removed 

PC5 Overall, this project produced a very novel 
product. 

Overall, this project produced a very novel 
outcome. 

PC6 Overall, this project produced a very different 
product. 

Removed 

TS1 I am satisfied with team members in my project 
team. 

I was satisfied with team members in my project 
team. 

TS2 I am pleased with the way team members and I 
worked together. 

I was pleased with the way team members 
worked together. 

TS3 I am very satisfied with our work in this team. I was very satisfied with our work in this team. 

GE1 I learned a great deal from my work on this 
team. 

I learned a great deal from my work on this 
team. 

GE2 My own creativity and initiative were 
suppressed by this team. (R) 

This team promoted my creativity and initiative. 

GE3 Working on this team stretched my personal 
knowledge and skills. 

Working on this team stretched my personal 
knowledge and skills. 

GE4 I learned new perspectives on work from 
working on this team. 

I learned new perspectives on work from 
working on this team. 
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GE5 My expertise was further developed through 
working on this team. 

My expertise was further developed through 
working on this team. 

TI1 I have to obtain information and advice from 
my colleagues in order to complete my work. 

We had to obtain information and advice from 
my project team members in order to complete 
our work. 

TI2 I depend on my colleagues for the completion of 
my work. 

We depended on project team members for the 
completion of our work. 

TI3 I have a one-person job; I rarely have to check 
or work with others 

We had to check almost every task with our 
project team members 

TI4 I have to work closely with my colleagues to do 
my work properly. 

We had to work closely with our project team 
members to do our work properly. 

TI5 In order to complete their work, my colleagues 
have to ask for information and advice from me. 

In order to complete our work, our project team 
members had to ask for information and advice 
from me. 

AU1 I am allowed to decide how to go about getting 
my job done (the methods used). 

Removed 

AU2 I am able to choose the way to go about my job 
(the procedures used). 

I was able to choose the way to go about my job 
(the procedures used). 

AU3 I am free to choose the method(s) to use in 
carrying out my work. 

I was free to choose the method(s) to use in 
carrying out my work. 

AU4 I have control over the scheduling of my work. I had control over the scheduling of my work. 

AU5 I have some control over the sequencing of my 
work activities (when I do what). 

I had some control over the sequencing of my 
work activities (when I do what). 

AU6 My job is such that I can decide when to do 
particular work activities 

Removed 

AU7 My job allows me to modify the normal way we 
are evaluated so that I can emphasize some 
aspects of my job and play down others 

Removed 

AU8 I am able to modify what my job objectives are 
(what I am supposed to accomplish) 

Removed 

AU9 I have some control over what I am supposed to 
accomplish (what my supervisor sees as my job 
objectives) 

I had some control over what I was supposed to 
accomplish (what my leader saw as my job 
objectives). 
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Online Survey (Extracted from Qualtrics) 

[Example of invitation email] 

 
Dear participant:  
  
You have been selected to participate in our survey for a research study titled, “The 
Effects of Expertise Diversity on Project Team Effectiveness; the Moderating Role of 
Task Design”, because you have participated in the project on Project Title. 
This research is separate from the project work you are doing. 
  
The purpose of the study is to better understand the relationship between expertise 
diversity of the team members, task complexity and team effectiveness. Expertise 
diversity refers to diversity in the type of profession, knowledge, experience, and level 
of expertise of team members which contribute to different perspectives and 
information that can lead to effective and creative solutions to their problem. 
  
Your anonymous answers will help healthcare organizations build more effective 
multi-disciplinary project teams. The research questions leading this study are: “How 
does expertise diversity affect project team effectiveness?” And “How does task design 
moderate the effects of expertise diversity on project team effectiveness?”  
  
This study has been deemed exempt by the IRB (18-011571).   
  
Your participation is voluntary, but we highly encourage you to take part in this 
important study. The records of this study will be kept private and confidential. Only 
the researchers will have access to the records. 
This survey will take about 10-15 minutes to complete.  Please send your completed 
survey by May 15th. 
  
We really appreciate your time to complete this survey. 
  
Follow this link to the Survey: 
[Take the Survey] 
 
Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 
[URL] 
 
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study, you are encouraged to 
contact [the Senior Advisor Name and Email at the Targeted Organization]. 
Thank you very much for your time and consideration.  
  
Thank you for supporting our research and let me know if you have any questions. 
 

Start of Block: PROJECT and PROJECT TEAM INFORMATION 
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1. What was the main purpose of your team project? (please select one that best describes your 
project) 

o Practice Improvement 

o Quality Improvement 

o Generating Demand 

o Cost Effectiveness 

 

o Patient Experience 

o Employee Development/Satisfaction 

o Technology Development 

o Others 
      _________________________________ 

 
 

2. Were you the team leader in this project?  

o Yes 

o No 
 

3. How many members were there in your project team? (including the project leader) 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. How many members of this project have you worked together in other previous projects? 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

5. When was this project started? (MM/YYYY – e.g. 03/2018) 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

6. Is this project complete? 

o Yes 

o No 
 

7. When was this project completed? (MM/YYYY – e.g. 12/2018) 

7. When is this project expected to be completed? (MM/YYYY – e.g. 06/2018) 

________________________________________________________________ 
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End of Block: PROJECT and PROJECT TEAM INFORMATION 
 

Start of Block: PERCEPTIONS ON PROJECT TEAMS 

8. This questionnaire is a measure of task interdependence in your project team. Please indicate 
the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements based on your 
experiences in your project team.  
In my project team, 

 
Strongly 
disagree 

(1) 

Somewh
at 

disagree 
(2) 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

(3) 

Somewh
at agree 

(4) 

Strongly 
agree (5) 

1. We had to obtain information and 
advice from my project team members in 
order to complete our work. o  o  o  o  o  

2. We depended on project team 
members for the completion of our work.  o  o  o  o  o  

3. We had to check almost every task  
with our project team members o  o  o  o  o  

4. We had to work closely with our 
project team members to do our work 
properly. o  o  o  o  o  

5. In order to complete our work, our 
project team members had to ask for 
information and advice from me. o  o  o  o  o  
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9. This questionnaire is a measure of autonomy in your project team. Please indicate the extent to 
which you agree or disagree with the following statements based on your experiences in your 
project team.  
In my project team, 

 
Strongly 
disagree 

(1) 

Somewhat 
disagree 

(2) 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

(3) 

Somewhat 
agree (4) 

Strongly 
agree (5) 

1. I was able to choose the way to go 
about my job (the procedures used). o  o  o  o  o  

2. I was free to choose the method(s) to 
use in carrying out my work.  o  o  o  o  o  

3. I had control over the scheduling of 
my work. o  o  o  o  o  

4. I had some control over the 
sequencing of my work activities (when 
I do what). o  o  o  o  o  

5. I had some control over what I was 
supposed to accomplish (what my 
leader saw as my job objectives). o  o  o  o  o  
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10. This questionnaire is a measure of task complexity in your project team. Please indicate the 
extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements based on your experiences in 
your project team.  
In my project team, 

 
Strongly 
disagree 

(1) 

Somewhat 
disagree 

(2) 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

(3) 

Somewhat 
agree (4) 

Strongly 
agree (5) 

1. When a problem arises, it took a lot 
of experience and training to know 
what to do. o  o  o  o  o  

2. There were a lot of external 
circumstances that influenced our 
project work. o  o  o  o  o  

3. Our project work required an 
extensive and demanding search for a 
solution. o  o  o  o  o  

4. Activities for this project were 
guided by standard directives, rules and 
procedures o  o  o  o  o  

5. We were able to find answers to our 
questions in existing materials such as 
books, manuals, or statutes o  o  o  o  o  

 

End of Block: PERCEPTIONS ON PROJECT TEAMS 
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Start of Block: PROJECT TEAMS EFFECTIVENESS 
 

11. Project Efficiency 

 
Strongly 
disagree 

(1) 

Somewhat 
disagree 

(2) 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

(3) 

Somewhat 
agree (4) 

Strongly 
agree (5) 

1. Our project team met the intended 
goals and objectives. o  o  o  o  o  

2. The overall quality of the project 
outcome is high. o  o  o  o  o  

3. The project was completed within 
budget. o  o  o  o  o  

4. The project was completed within 
scheduled timeframe. o  o  o  o  o  

 

12. Project Creativity 

 
Strongly 
disagree 

(1) 

Somewhat 
disagree 

(2) 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

(3) 

Somewhat 
agree (4) 

Strongly 
agree (5) 

1. This project created an interesting 
insight/idea that is completely new. o  o  o  o  o  

2. This project helped solve old 
problems more effectively by 
integrating new ideas and techniques. o  o  o  o  o  

3. This project addressed an important 
issue in our organization with the use 
and/or integration of new ideas and 
techniques. 

o  o  o  o  o  

4. Overall, this project produced a very 
novel outcome. o  o  o  o  o  
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13. Team Satisfaction 

 
Strongly 
disagree 

(1) 

Somewhat 
disagree 

(2) 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

(3) 

Somewhat 
agree (4) 

Strongly 
agree (5) 

1. I was satisfied with team members in 
my project team. o  o  o  o  o  

2. I was pleased with the way team 
members worked together. o  o  o  o  o  

3. I was very satisfied with our work in 
this team.  o  o  o  o  o  

 

14. Growth Experience  

 
Strongly 
disagree 

(1) 

Somewhat 
disagree 

(2) 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

(3) 

Somewhat 
agree (4) 

Strongly 
agree (5) 

1. I learned a great deal from my work 
on this team. o  o  o  o  o  

2. This team promoted my creativity 
and initiative. o  o  o  o  o  

3. Working on this team stretched my 
personal knowledge and skills. o  o  o  o  o  

4. I learned new perspectives on work 
from working on this team. o  o  o  o  o  

5. My expertise was further developed 
through working on this team. o  o  o  o  o  

 

 

End of Block: PROJECT TEAMS EFFECTIVENESS 
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Start of Block: LEADERSHIP and LEARNING ORIENTATION 

15. This questionnaire is a measure of the management style of your project team leader. 
Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements based on 
your experiences in your project team. 

 
Strongly 
disagree 

(1) 

Somewhat 
disagree 

(2) 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

(3) 

Somewhat 
agree (4) 

Strongly 
agree (5) 

1. My project leader provided sufficient 
freedom in running my part of the 
project. o  o  o  o  o  

2. My project leader provided me with 
sufficient decision authority regarding 
resource allocation. o  o  o  o  o  

3. My project leader let me hold myself 
accountable for the success of my part 
of the project. o  o  o  o  o  

4. My project leader was involved in 
details, tightening schedules. o  o  o  o  o  

5. My project leader provided feedback 
about how project is progressing. o  o  o  o  o  

6. My project leader was involved in 
altering resources, objectives, and 
timeline. o  o  o  o  o  
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16. This questionnaire is a measure of your goal orientation. Please indicate the extent to which 
you agree or disagree with the following statements.  

 
Strongly 
disagree 

(1) 

Somewhat 
disagree 

(2) 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

(3) 

Somewhat 
agree (4) 

Strongly 
agree (5) 

1. I am concerned with showing that I 
can perform better than my coworkers. o  o  o  o  o  

2. I try to figure out what it takes to 
prove my ability to other at work. o  o  o  o  o  

3. I enjoy it when others at work are 
aware of how well I am doing. o  o  o  o  o  

4. I prefer to work on project where I 
can prove my ability to others o  o  o  o  o  

5. I would avoid taking on a new task if 
there was a chance that I would appear 
rather incompetent to others. o  o  o  o  o  

6. Avoiding a show of low ability is 
more important to me than learning a 
new skill. o  o  o  o  o  

7. I am concerned about taking on a 
task at work if my performance would 
reveal that I had low ability o  o  o  o  o  

8. I prefer to avoid situations at work 
where I might perform poorly. o  o  o  o  o  

End of Block: LEADERSHIP and LEARNING ORIENTATION 
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Start of Block: DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

17. What is your gender? 

o Male   

o Female  

o Other 

o Prefer not to say 

 

18. What is your highest level of education? 

o High school diploma  (1)   

o Associate degree (2) 

o Bachelor’s degree  (3)  

o Master’s degree  (4)  

o Doctoral degree  (5)  

 

19. How long have you been in your current profession/role (Please include all your work 
experience)? (Year and Month – e.g., 8 years and 6months) 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

20. How long have you worked at your organization? (Year and Month – e.g., 5years and 
3months) 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

21. How many times have you participated in a project at your organization? 

o 1 (this is my first project) (1)  

o 2 to 5 (2)  

o 6 to 9 (3)  

o 10 and above (4)  
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